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The proliferation of substandard and counterfeit pharmaceutical 

products has become a cause for concern by Member States not only in this 

Region but also in other regions of WHO. Many countries still lack 

adequate regulatory systems and laboratory facilities for drug analysis to 

assure the quality and safety of pharmaceutical products. Without such 

controls and mechanisms, fake and substandard pharmaceutical products can 

easily enter the market, at considerable risk to consumers. 

The Forty-seventh World Health Assembly, in resolution 

WHA47.17, called attention to this, and reaffirmed, inter alia, the 

principles embodied in WHO's Guiding Principles for small national drug 

regulatory authorities and the WHO Cenification Scheme on the Quality of 

Pharmaceutical Products Moving in International Commerce. 

This document focuses on four imponant current issues linked to the 

assurance of quality, safety and efficacy of drugs and pharmaceutical 

products, i.e., resale of returned goods, the WHO Cenification Scheme on 

the Quality of Pharmaceutical Products Moving in International Conunerce, 

drug registration, and counterfeit drugs. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The supply and use of deteriorated, substandard or counterfeit drugs has, in recent years, 

been the subject of concern of many health authorities in the world. This concern was expressed at 

the Forty-seventh World Health Assembly, May 1994, which drew attention to the need br 

countries to develop the capacity to assure the quality of all pharmaceutical products on their 

national markets. This included brand name and generic name, and domestically manufactured and 

imported drugs. Resolution WHA47 .17, which refers to this, is attached as Annex 1. 

Deteriorated drugs, like deteriorated food, can be harmful when consumed; substandard _ 

drugs betray the objectives of medical treatment; and counterfeit drugs not only cheat the patient of 

his money, but also delay his timely and appropriate treatment. In more serious cases, they can 

cause injury and even death. Drugs offered for therapeutic use should be consistently manufactured 

according to their specifications for identity, purity and strength. In 1969, to ensure that the quality 

and status of imported drugs were validated by the competent authority of the exporting country, 

the World Health Assembly urged manufacturing Member States (WHA22.S0) to adopt and apply 

the requirements of good practices in the manufacture and quality control of drugs; and importing 

Member States to participate in the WHO Certification Scheme on the Quality of Pharmaceutical 

Products Moving in International Commerce (attached as Annex II). 

In the light of increasing reports of infiltration of counterfeit and substandard drugs into the 

Region, and to prevent the widespread use of deteriorated drugs, the Regional Committee for the 

Western Pacific decided that "Drug quality assurance" would be the subject for the technical -

discussion in 1994 (WPRlRC44.RI7). This paper focuses on some important current issues 

concerning the storage, distribution and use of drugs among Member States in the Region, namely; 

returned goods, the WHO Certification Scheme, counterfeit drugs and drug registration. 

2. QUALITY ASSURANCE 

The control of drug deterioration is an aspect of quality assurance. This includes the 

application of good manufacturing practices (GMP) and quality control (QC) in the manufacturing 

stages, and appropriate storage and handling procedures in the ensuing distribution stages. Quality 

assurance in the commercial distribution of drugs involves a large cohort of people in the wholesale 
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and retail outlets whose knowledge and experience in protecting drug quality may, in some cases, 

be questionable. Yet these people are indispensable and vital links in the drug supply chain. The 

quality of every drug in the market could theoretically be assured to be viable within its declared 

shelf-life if the principles of GMP and QC were conscientiously applied in its manufacture and, if 

the requisite storage conditions were strictly observed in the distribution chain. 

For the quality assessment of drugs, the pharmacopoeias are progressively changing from 

gravimetric and volumetric methods to the use of sophisticated equipment requiring standard 

reference substances for ultraviolet spectrofluoroscopy. These specific and expensive materials are 

not easily available due to heavy world demand. To overcome the acute shortage of these essential 

materials, carefully calibrated secondary reference substances are produced by the ASEAN 

countries as an ongoing cooperative programme supported by WHO. So far, about 6S such 

substances, known as ASEAN reference substances, have been produced. These ASEAN reference 

substances will, no doubt, contribute significantly to the quality assurance of drugs in the Region. 

3. RETURNED GOODS 

The practice of some wholesalers in accepting the return of unsold drugs from retailers six 

months before the expiry date and then reselling them is common in the pharmaceutical business. 

This practice constitutes a weak link in the drug distribution chain because it cannot be ascertained 

whether the returned drugs were kept under the requisite conditions of temperature, humidity and 

light necessary for protecting their qUality. 

In the food industry, the rule of "no return of goods sold" is understood and accepted by all. 

The reason is obvious. In the pharmaceutical industry, the acceptance of returned goods for credit 

may be a commercial matter between buyer and seller, although the resale of the returned goods 

could be a health hazard prejudicial to the consumer. 

In order that drugs offered at the retail level may be assured to be of acceptable quality at all 

times, returned stocks should not be recycled into the market. There should be a system of 

recording, segregation and destruction of returned stocks under the supervision of drug regulatory 

officers. This cooperation, which enhances consumer confidence in the use of drugs, is in keeping 

with resolution WHA47.17 of the World Health Assembly which, inter alia, requests governments 

and pharmaceutical manufacturers to cooperate in order to ensure complementary support of public 

health goals. 
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4. WHO CERTIFICATION SCHEME ON THE QUALITY OF 

PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS MOVING IN INTERNATIONAL COMMERCE 1 

For many years, the World Health Organization has expressed concern that drugs intended 

for export have not always been subjected to the same control procedures as those produced for the 

home market. In this regard, the World Health Organization issued proposals in 1975 

(WHA28.65), for a certification scheme on the quality of pharmaceutical products moving in 

international commerce. The objective of the scheme was to provide a simple administrative 

mechanism whereby importing countries may obtain assurance that: 

(a) the product is in fact made in that country (not repacked from products imported from 

other countries); 

(b) it is allowed for sale in that country (therefore also safe for use in other countries); 

(c) the factory is licensed and regularly inspected in regard to GMP by the competent 

authority in that country (not haphazard 'cottage industry'); and 

(d) the recommendations for its use are approved by the health authority in the exporting 

country (no false, exaggerated or misleading claims). 

The Certification Scheme of 1969 had been revised by resolutions WHA28.65 (1975) and 

WHA42.48 (1988), to include human medicines, veterinary medicines and raw materials for 

pharmaceutical formulation. 

Briefly, the Scheme provides for the issue of three documents, namely: 

(1) A Certificate of a Pharmaceutical Product (see Annex II, Appendix 1), is issued by the 

competent authority of the exporting country for use by the drug regulatory authority of the 

importing country: 

- when considering the approval of a product license for an imported product; or 

- when considering the renewal or extension of a product license. 

(2) A Statement of Licensing Status of a Pharmaceutical Product(s) (see Annex II, 

Appendix 2), is issued for use by the importing country for preliminary consideration of bids 

'See Annex II. 

-

-
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for an international tender to attest that the product in question is licensed. The successful 

tenderer will then request the competent authority of the exporting country to issue a 

Certificate of a Pharmaceutical Product. 

(3) A Batch Certificate of a Pharmaceutical Product (see Annex II, Appendix 3) is issued 

to attest the quality and expiry date of a batch of product whenever required by the importer. 

This Certificate is usually issued by the manufacturer, but in the case of vaccines, sera or 

some other biological products, it is issued by the competent authority of the exporting 

country. 

Though most Member States in the Region are using the Scheme and are getting the 

certificates they want, many have not indicated their intention to participate in the Scheme. 

Without participation, communications between the authorities of the importing country and the 

exporting country are not established. With participation, the authorities of the importing country 

will be able to seek confirmation or clarification directly with the authorities of the exporting 

country on any matter relating to the product, its manufacturer, or any of the three documents of 

the Scheme. 

Any Member States intending to participate in the Scheme need only to notify the Director

General of the World Health Organization in writing of: its willingness to participate in the 

Scheme; any reservation it may wish to make relating to its participation; and the name and 

address of its national drug regulatory authority. 

The Scheme provides a unique and essential instrument for assuring the quality of imported 

medicinal products and for validating its status in the country of manufacture. 

s. PRODUCT LICENSING AND PRODUCT REGISTRATION 

Product licensing is a system whereby drugs are allowed for sale only after the authorities, on 

the advice of expert committees, have been satisfied as to the safety, efficacy, and quality of each 

drug. In the process of licensing, all relevant particulars of each drug and its manufacturer (or 

distributor) are recorded in a register kept by the licensing authority. This is product registration. 
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Some developing countries do not have the means to evaluate the safety, efficacy and quality 

of the drugs entering their markets and have deferred implementing any system of drug registration. 

Without licensing or registration, any drug - deteriorated, substandard or counterfeit - may be 

offered side by side with the authentic or legitimate drug. 

A system of drug registration without the burden of the scientific assessment of the safety, 

efficacy and quality of drugs, but supported by the WHO Certification Scheme documents for 

imported drugs would, at least, give some assurance as to the safety, efficacy and quality of the 

product. It would also facilitate the identification of drug dealers who are to be held re;;ponsible for 

their products. At a later stage, when facilities are available for the assessment of drug safety, 

efficacy and quality, the system could be upgraded to a licensing system, which provides the best 

protection for consumers. 

6. COUNTERFEIT DRUGSz 

In recent years, there have been increasing reports of counterfeit drugs appearing in many 

parts of the world. In 1988, the World Health Assembly requested governments and 

pharmaceutical manufacturers to cooperate in the detection and prevention of the export and 

smuggling of counterfeit drugs (WHA41.16). Following that, as the problem became more serious, 

the World Health Organization, in conjunction with the International Federation of Pharmaceutical 

Manufacturers Associations (IFPMA), convened a workshop on counterfeit drugs in Geneva, 

Switzerland, in April 1992. The workshop, attended by representatives of various international and 

national organizations, examined the extent of infiltration of counterfeit drugs into the world 

market. At the workshop, participants were told that the spectrum of illegal activities ranged from 

the highly sophisticated production of counterfeit branded products which are almost 

indistinguishable from the authentic product, to poor quality substitutes of generic products. The 

extent of the problem is not known, but pharmaceutical companies estimate their annual losses to be 

about US$ 75 million. In some markets as much as 70% of the products available are counterfeits. 

Counterfeit drugs have come to the Western Pacific Region. In some countries, they come in 

as "ant traffic", with many individuals each carrying small quantities of counterfeit drugs in waist 

pouches crossing over national boundaries. They are also sometimes brought in travel bags 

2counterfeit drugs are commodities which have been deliberately or fraudulently mislabelled with respect to their identity or 

source. They may contain no active ingredients. insufficient active ingredients. wrong ingredients or even toxic ingredients. 

-
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personal belongings. In one large country in the Region, a clandestine, fully equipped and highly 

mechanized pharmaceutical factory producing large batches of counterfeit drugs was discovered in 

1992. A nationwide task force comprising high-level enforcement agencies was then organized to 

investigate and expose the drug counterfeiters. Goods valued at over US$ 4 million were 

confiscated from the factory, whose fake products have caused several deaths. 

Counterfeit drugs are usually fakes of the more expensive, high volume drugs such as 

antibiotics, antimalarials, anti rheumatics and analgesics. Their contents range from no active 

ingredients to small and irregular quantities of active ingredients which may be different from those 

declared on the label. 

Another fonn of drug counterfeiting, which seems to be increasingly prevalent in the Region. 

is the insertion of potent prescription drugs into traditional medicines which are presented as 

capsules or pills and labelled as containing only herbal ingredients. In many countries, traditional 

medicines are exempt from the licensing formalities and may be imported and sold without 

reference to the health authorities. The dangers in the use of these spurious drugs lie not only in 

their potent and toxic properties. but also in the uneven mixing of the bulk materials resulting in 

some capsules having excessive amounts of the potent ingredient. During the last few months, five 

traditional medicines in one country were found to contain potent prescription drugs such as 

diazepam, ibuprofen, idomethasin and dexamethasone. It is possible that same counterfeit products 

may also be found in other Member States in the Region. 

While the specific problems of drug counterfeiting may not be the same for all countries, the 

following general guidelines may be applicable to most situations: 

(1) There should be adequate provisions in the law to channel the legitimate drugs through 

authorized outlets and, to prohibit, with deterrent penalties, the illegal importation, 

possession and sale of counterfeit drugs; 

(2) A product licensing system should be imposed. or if that is not possible, a product 

registration system (see section 5 above) with provisions to deregister any drug on grounds of 

public safety; 

(3) A system of licensing of manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers should be 

introduced, with provisions to regulate their operations; 

(4) An effective enforcement agency which is fully backed by the law should be 

established; 
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(5) Public education programmes on the rational use of drugs with warnings to obtain 

drugs only from legitimate and regular sources should be instituted; 

(6) Phannacists should be required to exercise utmost vigilance to ensure the detection and 

prevention of the manufacture. export or smuggling of falsely-labelled. spurious counterfeit 

and substandard drugs. 

7. CONCLUSION 

It has been recognized worldwide that the most effective way to assure the availability of 

good quality medicines is through governmental drug regulation and control as outlined in the 

WHO Guiding Principles for Small National Drug Regulatory Authorities (attached as Annex III). 

that were endorsed by the Forty-seventh World Health Assembly (WHA47.17). This implies that 

only duly registered products can be marketed and that they have to be produced in accordance with 

established standards of good manufacturing practices. 

The quality assurance of drugs after they have been released from the factory depends largely 

on the condition under which they are stored at each stage of the distribution chain. In order that 

there may be uniform standard required of stores. a system of licensing of all wholesalers and 

retailers with regular inspection by drug regulatory officials would be necessary. 

The production of secondary reference substances among the ASEAN countries is an example 

of successful intercountry cooperation. As they develop their programme further they may become 

the regional centre for reference standards. 

The resale of goods returned by retailers is a weak link in the distribution chain. It is 

unethical and unsafe. 

The WHO Certification Scheme for pharmaceutical products provides a basis for considering 

the acceptance of an imported product for registration. Whether the product will eventually be 

registered is the decision of the health authorities of the importing country. Member States have 

been invited by the World Health Assembly to participate in the Scheme as it provides a means of 

communication between the exporting and the importing countries on matters relating to the safety. 

efficacy and quality of the product concerned. 

-

-
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The infiltration of counterfeit drugs continues to spread to new territories as there is yet no 

effective solution to the problem. Strict law enforcement against illicit traffickers of counterfeit 

drugs, and the education campaign against obtaining drugs from irregular and unreliable sources 

may help to alleviate the problem. The implementation of drug registration, if not drug licensing, 

renders counterfeit drugs more easily identifiable. Furthermore, the exchange of information of the 

activities of drug counterfeiters among Member States would help considerably in detecting 

counterfeit drugs. 
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ANNEX I 

WHA47.17 

11 May 1994 

Implementation of WHO's Revised Drug Strategy 
Safety, Efficacy and Quality of Pharmaceuticals 

The Forty-seventh World Health Assembly, 

Having reviewed the report of the Director-General on the implementation of WHO's Revised Drug 
Strategy; 

RecaUing resolutions WHA37.33, WHA39.27 and WHA4t.t6; 

Noting that pharmaceutical trade is becoming more complex as more countries manufacture and 
export pharmaceutical and biological products and active ingredients, and as new technologies are applied 
to their production; 

Aware, therefore, that countries need to develop the capability to assure the quality of aU such 
products - both brand name and generic and both domestically manufactured and imported - on their 
national markets; 

Aware, moreover, of an unacceptable prevalence of substandard and counterfeit pharmaceutical 
products in international trade which threatens to erode confidence in the health-care system because such 
products may be inefficacious or toxic; 

Aware also of the important role of the community in drug control, 

1. REAFFIRMS the principles embodied in WHO's Guiding Principles for small national drug 
regulatory authorities and the WHO Certification Scheme on the Quality of Pharmaceutical Products 
moving in International Commerce; 

2. URGES Member States to provide the resources and manpower needed to strengthen their 
national regulatory capability; 

3. REQUESTS governments and pharmaceuticals manufacturers to cooperate in order to ensure 
complementary support of public health goals; 

4. REQUESTS the Director-General: 

(t) to maintain the normative activities that provide standards to assure the quality, safety and 
efficacy of pharmaceutical and biological products, including vaccine and sera, having regard to the 
evolution of new technology; 

(2) to ensure the continued and timely provision of independent information to support effective 
registration, to control excessive claims in advertising and to promote the rational use of drugs; 
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Annex I 

WHA47.17 

(3) to provide complementary support and training at country level to assist in strengthening 
regulatory capacity; 

(4) to promote and support the biennial International Conference of Drug Regulatory Authorities 
as a means of fostering understanding and coDaboration between offICials in countries at aU stages 
of development. 

= .. = 

Thirteenth plenary meeting, 11 May 1994 
A47/VR/13 -

-
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DISTR.: GENERAL 

ORGANISATION MONDIALE DE LA SANTE WHOIPHARM/82.4 Rev.4 
ORIGINAL: ENGLISH 
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CERTIFICATION SCHEME 

ON THE QUALITY OF PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS 

MOVING IN INTERNATIONAL COMMERCE 

With updated list of 
Participating Countries 

This document is not a formal publication of the 
World Health Organization (WHO), and all rights are 
reserved by the Organization. The document may, 
however, be freely reviewed, abstracted, reproduced 
or translated, in pan or in whole, but not for sale or 
use in conjunction with commercial purposes. 

The views expressed in documents by named authors 
are solely the responsibility of those authors. 

Ce document n' est une publication officielle de 
l'Organisation mondiale de la Sante (OMS) et tous les 
droits y afferents sont reserves par l'Organisation. S'il 
p'cut etre commente resume ou cite sans aucune restriction, 
II ne saurait cependant etre reproduit ni traduit, 
paniellement ou en totalill!, pour Ie vente ou l des fins 
commerciales. 

Les opinions exprimees dans les documents par des 
auteurs cites nommement n'engagent que lesdits auteurs. 
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AunexD 

For many years the World Health Organization has expressed concern that drugs intended 
for export have not always been subjected to the same control procedures as those produced for 
the home market. In this case developing countries lacking adequate drug regulatory systems and 
laboratory fadlities for drug analysis are placed at a particular disadvantage. To redress this 
unsatisfactory situation, WHO has sought to extend and unify schemes already operated by the 
health authorities of some exporting countries who issue a certificate on request 10 foreign 
importers in respect of drugs that have been subjected to statutory control. 

Definitive proposals relating to a Certification Scheme on the quality of pharmaceutical 
products moving in international corrunerce were issued by WHO with the following objective In 
1975 (sec Annex 1). 

To provide a simple administrative mechanism whereby importing countries can: 

1. obtain assurance that a given product has been authorized to be placed on the market 
in the exporting country, and, if applicable, obtain information on the reasons for a 
product not being authorized to be placed on the market in the country of export: 

2. obtain assurance that (a) the manufacturing plant in which the product is produced is 
subject to inspections at suitable intervals and (b) conforms to requirements for good 
practices in the manufacture and quality control of drugs, as recommended by the World 
Health Organization. 

3. exchange information on the implementation of inspection and controls exerdsed by the 
authorities in the exporting country. In the case of serious quality defects in the importing 
or the exporting country, such information and requests for enquiries may also be 
exchanged. 

Since then the Scheme has been revised and was extended in 1988 WHA Resolution 
WHA41.18 (see Annex 2) to also cover: 

- Certification of veterinary products when administered to food-producing animals, and 
starting materials (active pharmaceutical ingredients), when they are subject to control by 
legislation in the exporting Member State or in the importing Member State. 

- Copies of all information and labelling supplied with the product, as provided on 
packaging materials and package inserts, and whether directed to the prescriber or the 
patient, that have been approved by the competent authority in the exporting country, 
togethe.· with the date<s) on which such approval was accorded. 

In order to promote the use of the Scheme and to facilitate its implementation, the 
World Health Assembly adopted a set of proposed guidelines, contained in Section II of this 
document, in Resolution WHA45.29 (see Annex 3). 

To date 135 countries have agreed to participate through designated national authorities. 
The following information is intendl'<i to remind national authorities of the existence of the Scheme 
and of its salient points. 
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Annex II 

Administrative aspes;1/l 

Certificates which provide Inlormation on specific products from Identified manufacturers 
are Issued by the competent authority of the exporting country upon the request of the importing 
authority or another interested party. It i:; generally not feasible for these authorities 10 issue batch 
certificates which are provided by the manufacturer. 

Certificates are usually requested at the time of product registration, or, in the absence of a 
registration system, when a product Is first Imported, and particularly when the manufacturer is 
unknown. They may also be of value when import licences are renewed, registration files are 
updated, and as new tenders are issued. 

TIle guidelines proviSionally adopted by the World He.lth Assembly In 1992, are contained 
in Section II of this document. They are presently undergoing field testing In countries that have 
agreed to either issue and/or receive certification documents, either In tabulated form or in a form 
suitable for computerized entry, as attached to these guidelines, in lieu of certificates established in 
accordance with previous versions contained in the Annex to the WHA resolutions adopted in 
1975 and 1988 (see Annexes 1 and 2). 

Countries participating in field testing are: 

Australia 
Bhutan 
Canada 
France 
Hungary 
Jamaica 
Kenya 
Malawi 

Malaysia 
Myanmar 
Nepal 
Netherland Antilles 
New Zealand 
Nigeria 
Norway 
Papua New Guinea 

Saudi Arabia 
Sri Lanka 
Switzerland 
Tanzania 
Thailand 
United Kingdom 
United States of America 

For any further Information on the WHO Certification Scheme, please contact Drug 
Regulatory Support, Division olDrug Management and Polides, World Health Organization, 1211 
Geneva 22. Tel: 41 22791 3661: Fax: 41 22791 0746. 

-

-
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Annex II 

PROPOSED GUIDELINES FOR IMPLEMENTATION Of THE WHO CERTmCATION SCHEME ON nIE 
QUAUTY Of PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS. MOVING IN INTEIlNATlONAL COMMERCEI 

1. Provisions and objectives 

1.1 A comprehensive system of quality assurance must be founded on a reliable system of 
Jicensingl and independent analysis of the finished product, as well as upon assurance obtained 
through independent inspection that all manufacturing operations are carried out in conformity 
with accepted norms, referred to as "good manufacturing practices" (GMP). 

1.2 In 1969, the Twenty~ighth World Health Assembly, by resolution WHA22.SO, endorsed 
requirements for Good Practices in the Manufacture and Quality Control of Drugs (1) (referred to 
henceforth as "GMP as recommended by WHO"). These comprise internationally recognized and 
respected standards that all Member States are urged to adopt and to apply. They have since been 
revised twice. The first revision was adopted by the Health Assembly in 1975 in resolution 
WHA28.65, and a second revision of the requirements was discussed by the WHO Expert 
Committee on specifications for pharmaceutical products at its meeting in December 1990 (2). 

1.3 These standards are fully consonant with those operative within the countries participating 
in the Convention for the Mutual Recognition of Inspection in Respect of the Manufacture of 
Phannaceutical Products, and other major industrialized countries. They also provide the basis for 
the WHO Certification Scheme on the Quality of Pharmaceutical Products moving in International 
Commerce (1) (referred to henceforth as "the Scheme") recommended initially in resolution 
WHA22.50. The Scheme is an administrative instrument that requires ~a9t. participatil!g Member 
State, upon application by a commercially interested party, to attest to the competent authority of 
another participating Member State that: 

a specific product is authorized to be placed on the market within its jurisdiction or, if it is 
not thus authorized, the reason why that authoritization has not been :lccorded; 

the plant in which it is produced is subject to inspections at suitable intervals to establish 
that the manufacturer conforms to GMP as recommended by WHO; and 

all submitted product information, including labelling. is currently authorized in the 
certifying country. 

1.4 The Scheme, as subsequently amended in 1975 (3) and 1988, (4) by resolutions WHA28.65 
and WHA41.18, is applicable to finished dosage forms of pharmaceutical products intended for 
administration to hurnan beings or to food-producing animals. 

1.5 Provision for certification of active ingredients is also included within the scope of the 
Scheme. This will be the subject of separate guidelines and certificates. 

IEndorsed by the World Health Assembly in May 1992 in resolution WHA4S.29 and 
included as Annex 3 in WHO Technical Report Series No. 823 

2Throughout this document licenSing'; refers to any statutory system of approval required 
at national level as a precondition for placing a pharmaceutical product on the market. 
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Annex II 

2. Eligibility for participation 

2 

2.1 Any Member State intending to participate in the Scheme may do so by notifying the 
Director-General of the World Health Organization, in writing, of: 

its willingness to participate in the Scheme; 

any significant reservations it intends to observe relating to this participation; and 

the name and address of its national drug regulatory authority or other competent 
authority. 

2.2 These notifications are subsequently announced In the monthly WHO Pharmaceutical 
Newsletter. An updated consolidated list will be published annually in the Newsletter and will be 
available to governments at other times from: the Division of Drug Management and Policies, 
WHO, 1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland. 

2.3 A Member State may opt to participate solely to control the import of pharmaceutical 
products and substances. ThIs intention should be stated explicitly in its notification to the World 
Health Organization. 

2.4 A Member State Intending to use the Scheme to support the export of pharmaceutical 
products should first satisfy itself that it possesses: 

• an effective national licensing system, not only for pharmaceutical products, but also for the 
responsible manufacturers and distributors; 

• GMP requirements, consonant with those recommended by WHO, to which all manufacturers of 
finished pharmaceutical products are required to conform; 

• effective controls to monitor the quality of pharmaceutical products registered or manufactured 
within its country, including access to an independent quality control laboratory; 

• a national pharmaceuticals inspectorate, operating as an arm of the national drug regulatory 
authority, and having the technical competence, experience and resources to assess whether GMP 
and other controls are being effectively implemented, and the legal power to conduct appropriate 
investigations to ensure that manufacturers conform to these requirements by, for example, 
examining premises and records and taking samples; 

• administrative capacity to issue the required certificates, to institute inquiries in the case of 
complaint, and to notify expeditiously both WHO and the competent authority in any Member 
State known to have imported a Specific product that is subsequently associated with a potentially 
serious quality defect or other hazard. 

2.5 Each Member State assumes the responsibility to determine, through a process of 
self-evaluation, whether it satisfies these prerequisites. The Scheme contains no provision, under 
any circumstance, for external inspection or assessment, either of a competent national authority or 
of a manufacturing facility. 

3. Requesting a certificate 

3.1 Three documents can be requested within the scope of the scheme: 

a Certificate of a Pharmaceutical Product 

-

-
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a Statement of Ucensing Status of Pharmaceutical Product(s) and 

a Batch Certificate of a Pharmaceutical Product. 

3.2 Proposed fonnats for these documents are provided in Appendices 1,2 and 3 of these 
guidelines. All P!!rticipating countries are henceforth urged to adopt these formats to facilitate 
interpretation of certified information. Requests for the provision of certificates offering more 
limited attestations - for instance, that the manufacturer complies with GMP or that the product 
is authorized for "free sale" within the country of export - are discouraged. 

3.3 A list of addresses of competent national regulatory authorities participating in the Scheme 
that are responsible for the registration of pharmaceutical and/or veterinary products, together 
with details of any reservations they have declared regarding their participation in the Scheme 
may be obtained from WHO as indicated in section 2.2. 

3.4 The competent authority in each country participating in the Scheme should issue 
guidelines to all agents responsible for importing phannaceutical products for human and/or 
veterinary use that operate under its jurisdiction, including those responSible for public sector 
purchases, to explain the contribution of certification to the drug regulatory process and the 
circumstances in which each of the three types of documents will be required. 

Certificate of a Pharmaceutical Product 

3.5 The Certificate of a Pharmaceutical Product (Appendix 1) issued by the exporting country, 
is intended for use by the competent authority within an importing country in two situations: 

when the product in question is under consideration for a product licence that will 
authorize its importation and sale; 

when administrative action is required to renew, extend, vary or review such a licence. 

3.6 All requests for certificates should be channelled through the agent In the importing 
country and the product licence holder or other commerCially-interested party in the exporting 
country ("the applicant"). The applicant should submit the following information for each product: 

- brand name, 
- generic name (International Nonproprietary Name where such exists), 
- name and address of manufacturing facility, 
- fonnulation (when no product licence exists or 
when the formulation differs from that of the 
licensed product), 
_ product information for medical profeSSionals and for patients as approved in the 
exporting country, 
- labelling on retail and wholesale containers, 
- retail packaging. 

3.7 The certificate is a confidential document. As such, it can be issued by the competent 
authority in the exporting country ("the certifying authority") only with the pennission of the 
applicant and, if different, of the product-licence holder. 

3.8 The certificate is intended to be incorporated into a product-licence application in the 
importing country. Once prepared, it is transmitted to the requesting authority through the 
applicant and, when applicable, the agent in the importing country. 
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3.9 When any doubt arises about the status or validity of a certificate, the competent authority 
in the importing country should request a copy directly from the certifying authority, as provided 
for under section 4.9 of these guidelines. 

3.10 In the absence of any specific agreement, each certificate will be prepared exclusively in 
the working language(s) of the certifying authority. The applicant will be responSible for providing 
any notarized translation that may be required by the requesting authority. 

3.11 Since the preparation of certificates imposes a significant administrative load on certifying 
authorities, the service may need to be financed by charges levied upon applicants. 

3.12 Supplementary attestations are obtainable only at the discretion of the certifying authority 
and with the permiSSion of the applicant. The certifying authority is under no obligation to supply 
additional information. Requests for supplementary information should consequently be referred to 
the applicant, and only in exceptional circumstances to the certifying authority. _ 

Statement of Licensing Stahls 

3.13 Statement of Licensing Status (Appendix 2) attests only that a licence has been issued for a 
specified product, or products, for use in the exporting country. It is intended for use by 
importing agents when considering bids made in response to an international tender, in which 
case it should be requested by the agent as a condition of bidding. It is intended only to facilitate 
the screening and preparation of information. The importation of any product that is provisionally 
selected through this procedure should be determined on the basis of a Certificate of a 
Pharmaceutical Product. 

Bate" certificate 

3.14 Batch certificate (Appendix 3) for an individual batch of a pharmaceutical product is 
normally issued by the manufacturer and only exceptionally, as in the case of vaccines, sera and 
some other biological products, by the competent authority of the exporting country. The Batch 
Certificate is intended to accompany and provide an attestation concerning the quality and expiry 
date of a specific batch or consignment of a product that has already been licensed in the 
importing country. The Batch Certificate should include the specifications of the final product at _ 
the time of batch release and the results of a full analysis undertaken on the batch in question. In 
most circumstances these certificates are issued by the manufacturer to the importing agent (Le. the 
product licence holder in the importing country), but they must be made available at the request of 

. - or in the course of any inspection made on behalf of - the competent national authority. 

4. Issuing a certificate 

4.1 The certifying authority is responsible for assuring the authenticity of the certified data. 
Certificates should not bear the WHO emblem, but a statement should always be included to confirm 
whether or not the document is issued in the format recommended by WHO. 

4.2 When the applicant is the manufacturer of the finished dosage form, the certifying authority 
should satisfy itself, before attesting compliance with GMP, that the applicant: 

(a) applies identical standards to the production of all batches of pharmaceutical products 
manufactured within the facility. including those destined exclusiwly for export. 

(b) consents. in the event of identification of a quality defect consonant with the criteria set out in 
section 5.1, to relevant inspection reports being released, in confidence, to the competent authority in 
the country of import, should the latter so require. 
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4.3 When the applicant is not the manufacturer of the finished dosage form, the certifying 
authority should similarly satisfy itself - insofar as it has authority to inspect the records and relevant 
activities of the applicant - that it has the appUcant's consent 10 release relevant reports on the same 
basis as described in section 4.2 (b) above. 

4.4 GMP as recommended by WHO assigns to the manufacturer of the finished dosage fonn 
responsibility for assuring the quality of active ingredients. National regulations may require that 
suppliers of active ingredients be identified in the product licence, but the competent authority may 
have no power to inspect them. 

4.5 Notwithstanding this situation, a certifying authority may agree, on a discretionary and 
voluntary basis, and at the request of a manufacturer, to undertake an inspection of a manufacturer 
of active ingredients to satisfy specific requirements of a requesting authority. Alternatively, pending 
the development of specific guidelines for active pharmaceutical ingredients, the certifying authority 
may be able to attest that the manufacturer is an established supplier of the substance in question to 
manufacturers of finished dosage forms licensed for marketing under its jurisdiction. 

4.6 Whenever a product is purchased through a broker or another intermediary, or when more 
than one set of premises has been involved in the manufacture and packaging of a product, the 
certifying authority should consider whether it has received sufficient information to satisfy itself that 
those aspects of the manufacture of the product for which the applicant is not directly responsible 
have been undertaken in compliance with GMP as recommended by WHO. 

4.7 The certifying authority should officially stamp and date all copies of product information 
submitted to it in support of an application for a certificate. Every effort should he made to ensure that 
certificates and all annexed documentation are consonant with the version of the product licence 
operative on the date of issue. 

4.8 Any additional attachment to a certificate submitted by the applicant, such as price lists of 
products for which bids are offered, should be dearly identified as not comprising part of the 
attestation made by the certifying authority. 

4.9 To avert potential abuse of the Scheme, to frustrate attempts at falsification, to render routine 
authentication of certificates by an independent authority supertluous and to enable the certifying 
authority to maintain comprehensive records of countries to which specific products have been 
exported, each certificate should identify the importing country and be stamped on each page with 
the official seal of the certifying authority. An identical copy. dearly marked as duplicate. should be 
forwarded by the certifying authority on ~emand directly to the importing country authority. 

5. Notifying and investigating a quality defect 

5.1 Each certifying authority undertakes to institute enquiries into any quality defect reported in 
a product exported in accordance with the provisions of the Scheme, on the understanding that: 

the complaint is transmitted, together with the relevant facts. through the competent authority 
in the importing country; 

the complaint is considered to be of a serious nature by the latter authority; and 

the defect, if it appeared after delivery of the product into the importing country, is not 
attributable to local conditions. 

5.2 In the case of obvious doubt, a participating national authority may request WHO to assist 
in identifying an independent quality control laboratory to carry out tests for the purposes of quality 
control. 
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5.3 Each certifying authority undertakes to Infonn WHO and, as far as Is possible, all competent 
national authorities, of any 5erious hazard newly usoc:iated with • product exported under the 
provisions of the Scheme or of any criminal abuse of the Scheme directed, In particular, to the export 
of falsely labelled, spurious, counterfeited or substandard p!wuweydql prostUds. On receipt of such 
notification, WHO will transmit the message immediately to the competent national authority in each 
Member State. 

5.4 WHO stands prepared to offer advice should difficulty arise in implementing any aspect of 
the Scheme or in resolving a complaint, but it cannot be a party to any resulting litigation or 
arbitration. 
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) ) 

No. of Cartificale ... , .... , ... , , ... ExporIing (certifying) country: 

Certificate of a Pharmaceutical Product 1 
Importing (~) count"" 

Proprietary name (H applicable) and dosage lorm: 

Active ingredient(s)" and amount(s) per unit dose:" 

1. Is this product lIean.ed to be placed on the market for use in the exporting country?, If yes, complete box A. If no, complete box B. 

A B 

Product licence holder: Applicant lor certificate: 

Status of licence holder:' aD b D cD d 0 
Number of product licence" and date of issue: 

Status of applicant:s aObO codo 
Is an approved technical summary appended7' yesD no 0 
Is the attached product information complete end consonant with the licence? 

yes 0 
Applicant for certfficate if different 

Irom the licence holder:" 

no 0 not 0 
provided 

Why is authori
zation lacklng? 

Remarks:' 

not 0 not 0 
required requested 

2. Does the certHying authority arrange for periodic inspection 01 the manufacturing plant in which the dosage form is produced? yes 
no 

Periodicity of routine inspections (years): 

Has the manufacture 01 this type of dosage form been inspected? yea 

Do the facilities and operations conform to GMP as recommended by the World Health Organization?'· yes 

unde,r 0 relu.ed 0 
conside-
ration 

D II no, proceed to 

D 
question :3 

0 no 0 
0 no 0 

3. Does the information submitted by the applicant satisfy the certifying authority on all aspects 01 the ITIIlnufacture of the product undertaken by another party?" 

yes 0 no o 

Address of certHying authority: 

Telephonelfax numbers: 

It no, explain: 

Name of authorized person: 
Signature: 
Stamp and date: 

This cel1illca. conforms to !he 10rrmatAlcommended by the World Health OrganiZation 

fGen9fll/ instruclions and _"Plana/tHY notes ave"'./) 

~ 
1:J 

i 
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e: 
)( ... 
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i 
I 
i 
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General instructions 

Please refer to the guidelines lor further inlormation on how to complelethis lorm and on the implementation 01 the Scheme. 

Forms should be completed using a typewriter to ensureleg;bility. 

A elllSS should be p'-<1 in squares as ICIPfOPriaIIt to indicala which options apply. 

Additional sheets should be appended. aa neceSla/'f. to IICCOII'IIIIOCI ~ and exp~ons. 

Explanatory notes 

I This c»rtificala. which il in the format racamrnancIed by WHO. establishes the status 01 the pharmaceutical product and of the applicant lor the certificate in .. expolling counlry. II 
ia for a single produclonly sinee manufaclUring urangemanls and approved information lor tifterenl dosage forms and differenl stranglha can vary. 

• Usa, whaI ...... r pouibIa, Inlamational Nonproprialaly Names (INNs) or national nonplOPrialary names. 

, A qualitailla liAng 0' other ingnIdenl8 contained in the dosage form should be appended . 

• When applicable. appand datails of any r8ltJiction applied to the _. cialribulion. or administration of the product thai is enlltNd on the producllicanca. 

• SpaciIy whatha4' \he parIOI1 ~ lor pieing the pro<aIcI on the matkat: 
(a) manulaclurel the active ingIwdianb and tha finishaci douga form; 
(b) manulacluraa the finished doaIIge 10l1li; 
(e) packagas ~or labels a finilhad ~ loan mat'AlfacIuNd by an indeparldant company; or 
(d) is involved in nona of the above . 

• , ....... wMn appicabIa. il the Iic»nca. pcov;.ion". pencmg liII:hNcaI _iew. 

, ThiI re"- 10 the documan~ piapared by cal1ain nation-' NgUiaIory ..thoritias. that surnmarizu the IachnicaI baa on which the product has baan 1icanMd. 

'In Ihia c:ircum8Ianca. parmiaion for ~ 01 the cal1iic:Ma is raquiNd from \he product Iicanoa holder. 

• PIaaaa indicaIa \he raaaon the appIicanl has plOVided lor not raquasling ragielrUon: 
(a) the producl has baan .-vaIoped actuaiw!y for the __ , of condiliona - p8fticuIMy IIopic8I cisMMa - nol andImic in \he c:ounIIy ofaxpol1; 
(b) the producl has baan ralormullllad with a view 10 improYing its ltabllity under tropical concitione; 
(e) tIIa plOCllct has lINn reformulalad to exduda excipients nol approvad lor u. in ph_ceuticaI prodUCIS in the country of import: 
(d) \he producl has bean reformulaled to mMt a tiftetant maximum dosage limit lor an active il19NC1an~ 
(a) any other _. pIaue spacify. 

II The Nquirwnenb Iorgood pnaclicasin tile manufacture and quality c.onIftlI ofdnlglraten.cllo in tile cartiicala _ --1Ido!*<I by the TMnty-eighltl WoIId HMIII "111 mbIy in 
its relOlution WHA28.65 (_WHO Olficial Aacords. No. 226.1975. Part I. "'- 12). Propo_ for tile amandmanloftllesa raquiramants_ indudadin the Thiny .colld ~ 
of the WHO Expert CommillH on Specilicaliona for PharmaceuticaJ PNparaliona. Aacommendations specikaIy lIpPIicabIe 10 ~ .. products "- bMn fonnuIalad by the 
WHO Expert Commill8a on Biological Standardization (WHO T achnic:af Report S.ries. No. 822. 1992. AMIIX 1). 

11 This section is to be completed when the product-licence holder or applicsnt conbrms to sIaILos (e) or (d) as descnbed in note 5 above. It is 01 particular importance when IoNign 
contractors are inllOlved in the manufacture 01 the product. In tha .. circumstancelthe appbcant should supply the certifyIng aulhonty with information 10 Identify the contracting 
parties responsible lor each stage of manufacture of the finished dosage lorm, and to indicate the axtenl and nature of any controls exercised over aach of thaae pIII1ies. 
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) ) 

No. 0/ Sla .. ment... •. '" .•. '" .•. Exporting (cetlilying) counlly: 
Importing (requuling) country; 

Statement of Licensing Status of Pharmaceutical Product(s) , 

This statement indicates only whether or not the following products are licensed 10 be placed on the market for use in the exporting country. 

Applicant (name/address): 

Proprietary name (If applicable) Dosage form Active ingredlent(sl and amount(s) per unit dose I Product licence no. & I 
date of I •• ur I 

I 

The certifying authority undertakes to provide. at the requat 01 the applicant (or. ~ differenl. the product licence holder). a separate and co~le Certificate of • PhannKeulicaJ Product 
in the format recommended bV WHO. for each 01 the products 1i8ted above. 

Address of certifying authority: 
Telephonelfax nul1'bers: 

Name of authorized person: 
Signalura: 
Stamp and dale: 

This ce",~ conlannlto IN lormal ~ by u.. Wortd HeaIII Orgenizaaon 
(G"'M~I"'/lUction'lIIId .~p/M1./Ot)I not .. o.".rlal) 
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I 
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General instructions 

PIeaM refer to lIIe guidelines for furlhllr infonndon on how 10 complete lIIis fonn and on lIIe implementation of the Scheme. 

Fcmns should be completed UIing II typewriter 10 _legibility. 

AdcfionaI stwela should be __ did. .. n8C1.-.y, to 8CCQIII/IICIdat remaJks and e~ 

Explanatory notes 

I This slalMnenl is inlllnded for use by impol1ing .,.ts who _ required 10 ~ bida made in raaponM to en inIemeIionaJ tender w should be "" rid ...... egent as II 
condition of bidding. . 

rUse. whenaYer pouibIa. Intemationat Nonproprielaly Names (INNs) or national nonproprietary names. 

'If no p«>duct ___ has been grIIIIIad, ..... 'not raquilvd'. 'not raqunted". 'under consideration' or 'raru.cr .. appropn.. 
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No. of Certificate: .................... . Importing (requesling) country: 

Manufacturer'slOfficial1 Batch Certificate of a Pharmaceutical Product 

Proprietary name (~ applicable) and dosage form: 

Active ingredient(s)' and amount(s) per unit dose: 

Details of product licence and product certificate issued in the exporting country 

Product licence holder: Product licence number: Date 01 issue: 

Product licence issued by: Product certificate nuniler:' 

Batch number: Date of manufacture: Shelf·life (years): 

Contents of container: Nature of secondary container: Nature of primary containerlwrapping: 

Specnic storage cond~ions recommended for the product: TefT1)erature range: 

Quality analysis 

What specifications apply to this dosage form? Either specify the pharmacopoeia or append the spec~ications. 

Does the batch comply in all particulars with the above specifications? yes 0 no 0 Append certificate of analysis:' 

It is hereby cert~ied that the above declarations are correct and that results of the analyses and assays on which they are bll8ed will be provided on request to 
the competent authorities in both the importing and the exporting countries. 

Name and address of authorized person: 

Telephonelfax numbers: 

Signature of authorized person: 

StafT1): 
Date: 

This certificate confonns to lIle lonnat recommendlKl by the World Health Organization 
(G.neraJ inslllJCtions and explanatory not .. o""II"Q 
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General instructions 

Please refer to tha guidelines for further infonnation on how to completathis lorm and on the implementation of tha Schema. 

Forms should be compla1ed using a typewriter to ensure lagibitity. 

A cross should be placed in aquaRls as appropriale to incic:ata which options apply. 

Additional Wlaats Itlould be appended, as~. to aceommodata I'IKIIaIt<a and axplanalians. 

Explanatory notes 

Cartilication of individual balchas 01 a pIlatmaceutical product is only undertaken exceptionally by thecompalanl authority of the exporling counlry. Evan IIwI. itla .. ...." applied olhar 
than to vaccines and biOlogicals. For other pro<b:ts. the responsib~ily for any requesl to proYida batch car1ilie ... rests with the prod.K:t licence hoIdar in 1M exporting COUIIby. The 
raaponsibility to fo1'N8«l cartificalas to the compalenl authority in the importing country is moat C<llllI8niandy asa91ad to Iha impol1ing agent. 

Any inquiries or compilints regarding a batch caltificate should alRya ba acldrassad to the competltn, authority in Iha axpor1ing COURby. A copy Ihould be 181'11 10 the Pft'duct licence 
holder. 

I Strika oul whichwerdoea not apply. 

• U •• __ var pouibIe. Inl8mational Nonproprietary Names (INNs) or national nonpropriala'Y ".",.. 

• This rafara 10 the CertifieaIa of a Pilarm_'1icaI Product .. _mended by the World Health O~zation. 

• Idlnlily and explain any ~ from IpeCilcation-. 
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ALPHABETICAL UST OF ADDRESSES OF COMPE'lCNl' AUTHORITIES 
OFP~ATINCCO~ 

COUNTRY 

Afghanistan 
(letter of 29 August 1980) 

Angola 
(letter of 23 January 1980) 

Argentina 
(letter of 4 A usuat 1977) 

Armenia 
(letter of 14 July 1992) 

Australia-
(letters of 26 May 1976 and 
16 January 1989) 

Austria· 
(letter of 5 May 1978) 

Bangladesh 
(letter of 15 March 1989) 

Bahrain-
(letter of 6 June 1979) 

Barbados-
(letter of 3 March 1983) 

• See also text of reply reproduced in Section IV 

COMPETENT AtJI'HORITY 

Department of Pharmaceutical Affairs 
Drug Control Laboratory 
Ministry of Public Health 
P.O. Box 33 
Kmul 

~ Nacional de 
Medicamentos e Equipamentos 
C.P.50 
Luanda 

Oireccion NacioMi de 
Med1camentos y Allmentos 
Defensa 120 - So pisc - Of. 5055 
1345 Buenos Aires 

Director of the Drug and Medical 
Technology Administration 
Ministry of Health 
6, Yelanalian St. 
Yerevan 375101 

Commonwealth Department of 
Community Services and Health 
GPO Box 9848 
Canberra ACT 2601 
Tel: 062 89 1555 
Fax: 062 81 6946 

Bunde5ministerium fUr Gesundheit 
und Umweltschutz 

(Federal Ministry of Health and 
Environmental Protection) 
Stubenring 1 
1010 Vienna 

Drug Administration 
105-106 Motijheel Commercial Area 
Dhaka 1000 

Department of Pharmacy Affairs 
and Drug Control 

Directorate General of Curative Medicine 
P.O. Box 42 
Manama 

The Barbados Drug Service 
Ministry of Health 
Sl Michael 
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Belgium 
(let1er of 12 October 1977) 

Benin 
(1et1er of 24 November 1982) 

Bhutan 
(letter of 11 July 1989) 

Bolivia 
(letter of 18 September 1979) 

Botswana 
(letter of 14 September 1982) 

Brazil 
(letter of 23 September 1980) 

Bulgaria 
(letter of 2 July 1982) 

Burkina Faso" 
(letter of 29 September 1981) 

Burundi 
(letter of 8 February 1986) 

Cambodia" 
(letter of 31 December 1993) 

Canada" 
(letter of 23 February 1983) 

Service de 1'1nspecdon gfnmle 
de 1a Phannac:ie 

Minislll!re de la ~ publIque et de 
laFamilIe 
O~ administrative de l'Etat 
Quartier V&aIe 
1010 BruxeIJes 

MinIalSe de Ja SIft" publique 
Direction des Pbannacies 
B.P.2<M8 
Cotonou 

Directorate of Health Services 
Royal Government of Bhutan 
Thimphu 

Departamento de FarmacoJogia 
y Laboratories 

Ministerio de Prevision Sodal y 
Salud Publica 
La paz 

Chief Pharmacist 
Ministry of Health 
Private Bag 0038 
Gabarone 

Director, INtituto National de 
Controle de QuaUdade em Saude (INCQS) 
FundaQlO OswaIdo Cruz 
Av. Brasil 4365 
Mmguinhos 
21.040 Rio de Janeiro RJ 

State Institute for the Control 
of Pharmaceutical Products 
Academy of Medicine 
26 Bul. Vladimir Zaimov 
Sofia 

Minis~ de 1a San" publlque 
Direction des Services phannaceutiques 
B.P.1OO9 
Ouagadougou 

Bureau de l1nspection et de 1a Planification 
Minis~ de 1a Sante Publique 
B.P.I820 
Bujumbura 

Monsieur Ie Dlrecteur~1 
des m«IlcamenlS et de I'approvisionnement 

Millis*e de 1a ~ 
Phnom-Penh 
Kingdom of Cambodia 

Director Cenen.! 
Drugs Directorate 
Health Protection Branch 
Department of National Health and Welfare 
Ottawa, Ontario KIA OLl 

" See also text of reply reproduced in Section IV 

-
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Cape Verde 
(letter of 14 April 1984) 

Central Ahican Republic 
(letter of 22 July 1980) 

Chad 
(letters of 6 February 1986 
and 10 October 1988) 

Chile" 
(letters of 9 July 1979 and 

18 August 1980) 

Congo 
(letters of 1 March and 

17 June 1978) 

Costa Rica" 
(letters of 23 August 1979 and 
5 February 1993) 

Cyprus 
(letter of 3 March 1976) 

Czech Republic 
(letter of 2S March 1991) 

Democratic Yemen 
(letter of 12 July 1982) 

Denmar~ 

(letter of 29 November 19m 

Djibouti" 
(letter of 16 August 1980) 

Dominican Republic" 
(letter of 13 January 1993) 
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Direction Qneral de Pharmac!e 
Praia 

Direction des Services phannaceutiques 
B.P.883 
Bangui 

La Direction des Phannacies 
et des l..aboratoires d' Analyses 

Mlnistm! de Ia Sante Publique 
Direction des Pharmacies 
B.P.44O 
N'djamena 

Departamento de Control National 
Instituto de Salud Publica de Chile 
Minislerio de Salud 
Marathon 1000 
Santiago 

Dlrecteur des Pharmacies 
Minis~ de Ia Sant~ publique et des 
Affaires sociales 
B.P. 78 Brazzaville 

Departamento de Drogas Estupefacientes 
Controles y Registros de Medicamentos 
Minislerio de Salud 
SanJ~ 
Tel/fax: 22 14 20 

The Drugs Council 
c/o Ministry of Health 
Nicosia 

Director 
State Institute for Drug Control 
Skrobarova 48 
10041 Praha 10 

The Assistant Deputy Minister 
for Phannaceutical Services 

Ministry of Public Health 
P.O. Box 4200 
Khonnaksar - Aden 

The National Health Service 
St. Kongensgade 1 
1264 Copenhagen K 

Minis~re de Ia Sante publique 
Inspection de Ia Pharmacie 
B.P.44 
Djibouti 

Director de la Division de 
Drogas y Farmacios 

Secretario de Estado de Salud 
Pu blica y Asistencia Social 
A. Tiradentes 
Esq. San Cristobal 
Santo Domingo 

• See also text of reply reproduced in Section IV 
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Ecuador 
(letters of 31 October 1985 and 
20 January 1993) 

E~ 
(letters of 16 November 1976 and-

26 July 1977) 

El Salvador-
(letters of 19 January 1978 and 
13 October 1993) 

Ethiopia 
(letter of 26 May 1979) 

Equatorial Guinea 
(letter of 28 August 1991) 

FIJI· 
Oetter of 30 December 1980) 

Finland· 
(letter of 28 June 1977) 

France" 
(letters of 23 December 1976 and 

2 February 1984) 

Gabon· 
(letter of 12 November 1981) 

Germany· 
(letters of 23 July 1985, 
IS October 1986 and 18 August 1993) 

Mlnlsterio de Salud 
Direccion General de Salud Publica 
Juan LUrea 444 Y Riofrio 
Quito 

General Administration of I'!IIumacy 
Ministry of Public: Health 
Cairo 

Conseja Superior de Salud Publica 
Av. Espana 736 
San Salvador 
Tel: 21 0497/22 3348 

Pharmacy Division 
Ministry of Health 
P.O. Box 1234 
Addis Ababa 

Jete de Fannacia y Suministros 
Mlnlsterio de Sanidad 
Republic:a de Guinea Equatorial 
Malabo 

Prindpal Pharmacist 
Government Pharmacy 
P.O. Box 106 
Suva 

The National Board of Health 
LuUkint hallltus 
Siltasaarenkatu 18A 
1ni3O Helsinki 53 

Direction de 1a Phannacie et 
du M~ic:ament 
Minis~ de la San~ 
1 Place de Fontenoy 
15700 Paris 

Minis~ de Ia San~ publique 
Phannacie d'Approvisionnement 
B.P.295 
Ubreville 

For products intended for hUman Use 

The Federal Minister for Youth 
Family Affairs and Health 

Kennedyallee 105-107 
53131 Bonn 

For products intended for veterinary use 
The Federal Minister for Youth 
Family Affairs and Health 
Post Office Box 20 04 90 
53131 Bonn 

For sera and vaccines 
The Federal Minister of Food 
Agriculture and Forestry 
Post Office Box 14 02 70 
S3OO1 Bonn 

• See also text of reply reproduced in Section IV 
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Germany (continued) 

Laender 

Baden-Wurttemberg 

Bayem 

Berlin 

Brandenburg 

Bremen 
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Health Authorities 

Regierungsprasidium Stuttgart 
Postfach 10 60 27 
7OIM9 Stuttgart 

Regierungsprasidium Karlsruhe 
Postfach 5343 
76035 Karlsruhe 

Regierungsprasidium Freiburg 
790113 Freiburg i.Br. 

Regierungsprasidium Tubingen 
P05tfach 2666 
n016 Tubingen 

Regierung von Oberbayem 
Maxmimilianstrasse 39 
80538 Munchen 

Regierung von N1ederbayem 
Regierungsplatz S40 
84028 Landshut 

Regierung der Oberpfalz 
Emmeransplatz 8 
93047 Regensburg 

Regierung von Oberfranken 
Ludwigstrasse 20 
95444 Bayreuth 

Regierung von Mittelfranken 
Promenade 27 
91522 Ansbach 

Regierung von Unterfranken 
Peterplatz 9 
97070 Wurzburg 

Regierung von Schwaben 
FronhoflO 
86152 Augsburg 

Senatsverwaltung fur Gesundheit 
ParochialstT. 1-3 
10179 Berlin 

Annex II 

Landesamt fur Soziales und Versorgung 
Abteilung Landesgesundheitsamt 
Dezemat Arzneimittei und Apothekenwesen 
TomowstT. 51 
14473 Potsdam 

Senator fur Gesundheit 
Jugend und SoZiaJes 
Grosse Weidestr. 4-16 
28195 Bremen 
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Annex II 

Gennany (continued) 

Hessen 

Mecklenburg-Vorpommem 

Neidersachsen 

Nordrhein-Westfalen 

Rheinland-Pfalz 

Freie und Hansestadt Hamburg 
Beborde fur Arbeit 
Gesundheit und Soziales 
-Amt-G 
Tesdorpfstr. 8 
20148 Hamburg 

Regienmgsprasidium 
Luisenplatz 2 
64283 Darmstadt 

Regierungsprasidiwn Giessen 
Ludwigsplatz 13 
35390 Glessen 

Regierungsprasidiwn Kassel 
Steinweg 6 
34117 Kassel 

Arzneimitteluberwachungs-und-prufstelle 
des Landes Mecklenburg-Vorpommem 
Wismarsche Str. 298 
19055 Schwerin 

Beti~~erungBnu~hw~g 
Postfach 3247 
38022 Braunschweig 

Bezirksregierung Hannover 
Postfach 203 
30002 Hannover 

Bezirks~erung Luneburg 
21332 Luneburg 

Bezi~~erung Weser-Ems 
26106 Olderburg 

Regierungsprasident Amsberg 
Seibertzstr. 1 
59821 Amsberg 

Regierungsprasiden Detmold 
Leopoldstr. 13-15 
32756 Detmold 

Regierungsprasident Dusseldorf 
Georg-Glock-Str. 40 
40474 Dusseldorf 

Regierungsprasident Koin 
Zeughausstr. 48 
50667 Koln 

Regierungsprasident Munster 
Oomplatz 1-3 
48143 Munster 

Ministeriwn fur Arbeit SoziaJes. 
Famille und Gesundheit 
Bauhofstr. 9 
55116 Mainz 

-

-



Cern\aft)' (~llnU@d) 

Saarland 

Sachsen 

Sachsen-Anhalt 

Schleswig-Holstein 

Thuringen 

Ghana 
(letter of 3 July 1979) 

Greece-
(letter of 271anuary 1987) 

Guatemala 
(letter of 25 May 1979) 

Guinea 
(letter of 12 September 1980) 

Guinea-Bissau 
(telex of 16 May 1986) 
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Mlnisterium fur Frauen, Albeit 
. Gesundheit unci Soziales 

Franz-Josef-Roder-Str. 23 
66119 Saubrucken 

Regierungsprasidium O1emnitz 
Brackenslr. 10 
09111 Chemnitz 

Regierungspnsldlum Dresden 
August-Uebel Sir. 19 
01219 Dresden 

Regierungsprasidium Leipzig 
KarI-UebknechtStr.145 
04277 Leipzig 

Alma n 

Landesamt fur Ver.;orgung unci Soziales 
Neustadter Passage 9 
06122 Halle 

Anneimitteluberwachungsstelle 
Schleswig-Holstein 
Holzkoppelweg 5 
24118 Klei 

Thuringer Ministerium fur 
Soziales unci Gesundheit 
Wermner-Seelenbinder-SIr.14 
99096 Erfurt 

Director of Pharmaceutical Services 
Pharmacy Division 
Ministry' of Health 
P.O. Box M44 
Accra 

EOF 
National Drug Organization of Greece 
4 Voulis Sir. 
Athens 10562 

Minislerio de Salud Publica y 
Asistenda sociale 

Palacio Nacional 
Guatemala City 

Directeur des Services pharmaceutiques 
MinisiBe de Ia San~ publique 
Conakry 

Secretaire General 
MinisiBe de Ia San~ publlque 

et President Conseil national 
des M~icaments 

B.P.50 
Bissau 

• See also text of reply reproduced in Section IV 
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Annex II 

Guyana-
Getter of 21 January 1980) 

Haiti (RepublIc of) 
(letter 01 30 JIlIUIIUY 1984) 

Hondu .... 
~019~~1~1.00 
15 Deceniller 1992) 

Hungary-
Getter of 8 August 1983) 

lcelaoo 
Getter of 6 July 1977) 

India-
Getters of 16 May 1978 
.nd 10 August 1m) 

Andra Pradesh 

Delhi 

Gujarat 

The Goftmment Analyst 
Conwnillioner 01 

Food ind Drup Allllyst 
Food • Drug Department 
Ministry 01 Hellth 
19-zt Ewns • L}'IlI Street 
Ceorptown 

Miniltre de 1a San.. Publique 
It de 1a Population 

Port-au-Prince 

Central OffIce of the DlYbion of 
Pharmacy 

Jefatura de 1a DlYision de 
Fannada de Mlnisterio de Sa1ud 
Publica de Hooouru . 
Ministerio de Saluc:1 Publica 
Tegucigalpa, MOC 
Tel: 38 62 88 

N.lionailnstitute of Pharmacy 
P.O. Box 450 
Buc1apestS 

MInistry of HeIIth .00 SodaI Security 
Pharmaceutical Division 
Reykjavik 

For !he exc:hanR of !nlprma!lgnj 
Drup Controller (looia) 
Ministry of Hellth and Family Welfare 
Ninnan Bhawan 
New Delhi 

For qrtIfigtes of pharmaceutical 
Produs;tli 

Orup Controller. Food (HeaJth) 
Aulhority 

U. -1- 168 
Tamaka 
Secunderabad 500011 

DIrector of Health ServIces 
Delhi Administration 
15 Sham Nath Mars 
DelhiS& 

The Commiuloner 
Food and Drup Control Administration 
Dr ,1¥nI1 Bhavan 
Block No.8. 1st Floor 
Old Sachivalaya 
Gandhinapr 382 010 

Drup Controller 
ICeraIa Public Hellth Laboralory 
P.O. Red Cross Road 
TriftRdrum 1 

• See a1so text of reply reproduced in Section IV 
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AnnexD 
India (c:onlinued) 

K.amataka Drup Controller, Kamatab 
Palace Road 
P.D. No. 5371 
BanpIore 560011 

Maharashtra Commissioner of Food Ie Drugs 
Administration 
Maharashtra State 
CriM NIrman Bhawan 
Opp. Kala Nagar, Bandra (East) 
Bombay 51 

Tamil Nadu Direc:Ior of PubUc Health and 
Preventive Medidne 
19-81 Amna SaIai 
Madras 6 

Uttar Pradesh Food ok Drugs ControUer 
DIrectorate of Medk:al Ie Health Services 
Luc:know 

West Bengal DIrector of Drugs Control 
West Bengal, College Square 
(West) Calcutta 13 

Assam Drugs ControUer (Assam) 
Directorate of Health Services. Assam 
Cuahili-6 

Bilhar Drugs ControUer (BUbar) 
Directorate of Health Services 
4th Floor, ViJcas Bbavan 
New Secmariat 
Patna-lS 

Haryana Drugs ControUer (Haryana) 
Directorate Health Services (Hospitals) 
Show Room No. 66, Sector-26 
Chandigarh 

Jammua and Kashmir Drugs Controller (Jammu and Kashmir) 
Directorate of Health Services, Jammu 
Sri Nagar 

Himashal Pradesh Drugs Controller-aun-Director 
Health Senices <HImachal Pradesh) 
Shimla-l71004 

Madhya Pradesh Food and Drugs Controller (Madyha 
Pradesh) 
Food and Drugs Administration 
Idget Hills 
Bhopal 

Oriasa Drugs Controller (Orissa) 
Drugs Control Administration 
Building Nandam Kanann Road 
Bhavaneshwa-5 

Rajasthan Drugs Controller and Oirec:1Or 
Oirec:1Orate of Health Medical Services 
Jaipur 

, 
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Annex II 

India (continued) 

Goa 

Pondk:herry 

Chandigarh (.T.) 

Punjab 

Indonesia 
(letter of 23 June 1983) 

Iran 
(letters of 31 January 1978 and 

Iraq 
(telex of 26 February 1983) 

Ireland· 
(letter 01 March 1985) 

Israel 
(letters of 9 March 1978. 

19 September 1979 and 29 October 1991) 

[taly 
(letter of 17 March 1976) 

Ivory Coas~ 
(letter of 24 June 1986) 

DruJS Controller (Goa) 
DireclDrate of Health Services 
Pana;-403OOl 

Commissioner 
Food and Drup Administration 
P.B. No. SOt 
Rooman Reiland Street 
Pondlcherry-&5001 

Drup Controller and Additional 
DireclDr of Health Services 
Chandiprh Administration 
Chandigarh (U.T.) 160016 

Drup Controller (Punjab) 
Sector-7-<: 
Show Room No.·l1A 
Manhoya Marg 
Chandigarh 160019 

DireclDr-CeneraI Drug and Food 
Departemen Kesehatan R.I. 
Ja1an Pm:etakan Negara 23 
Jakarta 

Genenl Department (or Control of 
Pharmaceutical Atfain, Sanitary 
Artides and Cosmetics 
Ministry of Heaith 
Teheran 

State Establishment for Pharmaceutical 
drug3 and Medical Appliance 

Ministry of Health 
Baghdad 

Department of Health 
Public Health Division 
Custom House 
Dublin 1 

Ministry of Health 
Institute for Standardization and Control 

01 Pharmaceuticals 
P.O. Box 1457 
Jerusalem 91013 
Fax: 9n 2 2S0684 

Minis~ de ia San~ 
Direction pmle des Services 

phannaceutiques 
00100 Rome 

Direction des Services pharmaceutiques 
B.P. V-5 
Abidjan 

• See also text of reply reproduced in Section IV 
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Jamaica" 
(1et1er of 12 August 1980) 

Japan" 
(1etter of 21 October 1976) 

Jordan 
(letter of 16 July 1977) 

Kenya 
(1etter of 2S January 1985) 

Kuwait" 
(letter received 12 January 1983) 

Lesotho 
(letter of 16 October 1986) 

Liberia 
(letter of 20 July 1978) 

Libyan Arab Jamahiriya 
Getter of 28 December 1981) 

Luxembourg> 
(letter of 12 March 1987) 

Madagascar" 
Getter of 29 August 1980) 

Malawi 
Getter of 13 July 1982) 
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Director of Pharmaceulical ServiCes 
~tic:al Services Division 
MInisIry of Health and Social Security 
10 CAledonia Avenue 
KingsllDnS 

Pharmaceutical AHaiJs Bureau 
Ministry of Health and Welfare 
1-1-2 KasumipseJd, OIiyoda-ku 
Tokyo 100 

Pharmacy and Supplies Department 
Ministry of Health 
P.O. Box 86 
Amman 

Director of MedieiJ Services 
MInistry of HnIth 
P.O. Box 30016 
Nairobi 

Drug Control and Registration Centre 
Ministry 01 Public Health 
P.O. Box 5 
Kuwmt 

Director of Health Services 
Ministry of Health 
P.O. Box 514 
Maseru 100 

The OIief Pharmacist. R.t. 
Division of Pharmacy 
Ministry of Health &r Social Welfare 
Monrovia 

Pharmacy &r Drug Section 

Annex II 

Pharmacy &: Medical Equipment Department 
The General Popular Committee of Health 
Tripoli 

Direction de 1a Sante 
Division de 1a Phannacie et des M dicamena 
10 rue C.M. Spoo 
2546 Luxembourg 

Ministtre de 1a Sante 
Direction des Pharmacies et 
Laboraloires 
A venue Jean Ra\aimongo 
B.P.88 
Antananarivo 

0Iief Medical Officer 
Attn: Chief Pharmacist 
Ministry of Health 
P.O. Box 30077 
LilongweJ 

• See also text.of reply reproduced In Section IV 
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Annex II 

Malaysia· 
(letters of 16 November 1982 and 
9 June 1993) 

Maldiv~ 
(letter of 12 September 1982) 

Mali 
Getter of 4 November 1981) 

Malta· 
Getter of 27 August 1986) 

Mauritania 
(letter of 2 June 1979) 

Mauritius· 
(letter of 1 August 19m 

Mexico 
(letters of 9 July 1982, 18 October 1988 
and 11 January 1993) 

Morocco 
(letter of 1 September 1988) 

Mozambique 
(letter of 4 September 1979) 

Myanmar 
(letter of 11 September 1979) 

Namibia. Republic of" 
(letter of 15 January 1992) 

Drug Conlrol Authority 
National Pharmaceutical Conlrol Bureau 
Ministry of Health Malaysia 
JaJan Universiti 
P.O. Box 319 , 
467.30 Petallng Jaya 

The Minister of Health 
Ministry of Health 
~ 

Directeur gen&al 
Offia! ma1ien de Pharmacie (O.M.P.) 
B.P.1746 
Bamako 

Department of Health 
15 Merchants Street 
Valletta 

Direction de Ia Sant publique 
B.P.I77 
Nouakchott 

The Permanent Seaetary 
(Attention:Chief Government Phannacist> 
Ministry of Health 
Edith Cavell Street 
Port Louis 

Director General de Conlrol 
de Insumos para Ia Salud 

Mariano Escobedo 373. 6 piso 
Col Oapultepec: Morales 
Del Miquel Hidalgo 
C.P.1157O 
Mexico. D.F. 
Tel: 2S4 2525 
Fax: 2SO 6962 

Mlnistere de Ia Sante Publique 
Service Central de Ia Phannacie 
Royaume de Maroc 
Rabat 

Ministerio da Saude 
Secretariado para a CoopeR ao 

Inll!macional 
ServiQl FU1N~tico 
C.P.264 
Maputo 

Director-General 
Department of Health 
Ministry of Health 
36 Theinbyu Street 
Rangoon 

Directorate: Phannaceutical Services 
P.B.l3366 
Windhoek 
Tel: 264 61 32170 
Fax: 264 61 '1Zl6C1l 

• See also text of reply reproduced in Section IV 
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Nepal 
(letter of n M.aJcll J984) 

Netherlands 
Getter of I August 1983) 

New Zealand 
0etIIers of 18 Dea!mber 1975 and 
1 Jane 1992) 

Nicaragua-
Getters of 20 March 1984 and 
10 December 1992) 

Nigeria 
Getter of 5 March 1980) 

Norway'" 
(letter of 9 April 1976) 

Oman 
Getter of 9 March 1982) 

Pakistan-
Getter of 5 May 1979) 

Panama-
(letter of 29 August 1979) 

Papua New Guinea-
'(letter of 1 September 1982) 
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ClUef ONg Administrator 
• Head of Department 

Depirtment of Drug Adminlstration 
HIs Majesty's Government of Nepal 
Thapathali 
Kathmandu 

ADnell n 

HooldInspectie vm de Volk5gezondheid voor 
de geneesUiliddeien 

Postbus439 
2260 AIC Leidschendam 

Therapeutics Section 
Department of Health 
P.O. Box 5013 
WeIllngton 

DIrecdon de Farmadas , Drops Y 
Alimentos 

Complejo Concepcion Palados 
Colonia 10 Mayo 
Managua 
Tel: 9m4. 
Fax: 91671 

Federal Ministry of Health 
Food and Drugs Administration and 
I.aboIatDry Senic:es Diredoralle 
P XI. 12525 
Federal Secretari:at 
1koyi 
Lagos 

The Health Services of Norway 
Phannaceutical Division 
P.B. 8128. OsJo..Dep 
Oslo 1 

Director-General 
Directorate General of Pharmacy 

and Medical SuppHes 
Ministry of Health 
P.O. Box 393 
MlUCllt 

The Directo~ of Health 
Ministry of Health, Social Welfare 

and Population Planning 
Government of Pakistm 
Islamabad 

Director 
DepartamenlO de Farmacia y Drago 
Minisllerio de Salad 
Apartado 2048 
Panama 

ClUef of Pharmaceutical Services 
Department of Health 
P.O. Box 84 
Konedobu 

- See also !ext of reply reproduced in Section N 
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Peru 
(letter of 7 October 1980) 

Philippines 
Oetter of 3 August 1988) 

Poland 
(letIer of 16 October 1976) 

Portugal 
Oetter of 13 February 1976 and 
28 November 1989) 

Qatar 
Oetter of 8 June 1982) 

RepubUc of Korea 
(letter of 28 June 1977) 

Romania 
(letter of 29 August 1977) 

Rwanda 
(letter of 6 June 1m) 

Saint Luc:la 
(letter of 21 December 1981) 

Sao Tome and Principe
(letter of 16 May 1m) 

! 

Saudi Arabia" 
(letten of 8 July 1982 and) 
20 January 1989) 

Senegal 
Oetter of 29 August 1977) 

DIrector Ejecuto de Farm.d 
Centro de Conlr'ol de Productos 

BioJoiicos y Medldna 
INtitua Nadonales de s.tud 
lima 

Bureau of Food and Druss 
A1abmg, Muntinlupa 1702 
Metro Manila 

Departernent de la Technique m6dlale 
etdelaPharmacie 

Mlnisltre de la San" et de Ia S6curi .. 
sociale 

15 Miodowa Sir. 
QO.923 Warsaw 

~te general lor 
Phannaceutkal Affilin 
MInistry of Health 
Av. Columbano Bordala Pinheiro, 87 
1000 Lisbon 1 

Oepar1ment of Phannacy &t Drug Supplies 
Ministry of Public Health 
Post Box 42 
Doha 

Bureau of Phannac:eulic:al Affajn 
Ministry of Health and Sodal Affain 
The Unilled GoYertUnellt Building 
Seoul 

Mlnisltre de Ia San" 
Dln!c:tion phannac:eutique et 

de l'Equipement midic:al 
Ilfov6 
Buc:arest 

Monsieur Ie DIrec:teur de la Phannade 
c/o Minis~ de la Santi 
B.P.84 
Kigali 

The Medlc:al Supplies Officer 
Ministry of Health 
Castries 

D~ da Farmacia 
Mlnist&io da Saude 
Sao Tome 

Department of Medic:al Ucenc:es and 
Pharmaceutical Affairs 
Ministry of Health 
Riyadh 

Minis,*", de la San" publique et 
de I' Ac:tion sociale 

Inspection des Pharmacies 
153 rue Blanchot 
Dakar 

" See also text of reply reproduced in Section IV 
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SeycheI1es-
(IetIIer of 15 September 1981 

Sierra Leone 
(letter of 26 July 1982) 

Slovak Republic 
(letter of 25 March 1991) 

Slovenia 
0ettI!r 01 23 June 1993) 

Solomon Island" 
(memorandum of 6 February" 1986 

!iQmalia 
(leUer of 11 June 1982) 

South Atrica 
Getter of 28 April 1981) 

Spain-
. Getters of 29 June 1977. 

15 July 1983 and 21n April 1986) 

Sri Lanka 
(letter of 16 June 1980) 

Sudan-
(letter of 6 April 1981) 

Suriname 
(letter 0111 December 1986) 
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President's Office 
Department of Health 
·DIredor of Health Semces 
P.O. Box 52 
VIctoria 

0Uef Pharmacist 
Government Medlc:al Stores 
New England 
Freetown 

DIredor 
State Institute (or Drug Control 
K'Ietna 11 
II25QIBratislava 

Ministry 01 Health of the 
Republic of SIovaUa 
Stefanova 5 
61(0) Ljubljana 

0Uef Pharmacist 

Annex II 

Ministry of Health and Medlc:al Services 
P.O. Box 349 
Montara 

Department of Pharmacy and 
Medical Supplies 

Ministry of Health 
P.O. Box 1750 
Mogadishu 

The Director-General for Health. 
Welfare and PeNions 

Medicines Control Division 
Private Bag X63 
Pretoria (0)1 

Director General de Farmacia Y 
Productos Sanitarios 

Ministerio de Sanidad y Consumo 
Paseo del Prado. 18 - 20 
28014 Madrid 
Tel: 217 6700 

Director 
Quality Control Laboratory 
Oepai buent of Health Services 
General Hospital 
Colombo 8 

Directorate of Pharmacy 
Ministry of Health 
P.O. Box 303 
Khartoum 

Ministry 01 Health 
Gravenstraat 64 
Paramaribo 

• See also text of reply reproduced in Section IV 
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Swaziland 
Getter of 9 Nowmber 1978) 

Sweden-
Oetter of 1 April 1976) 

Switzerland-
(letter of 8 July 1980) 

Syrian Arab Republic 
(letter of 12 November 1975) 

Thailand 
Getter of 30 December 19m 

Togo 
(letter of 4 July 1983) 

Trinidad &: Tobago-
Getter of 7 November 1984) 

Tunisia 
(letter of 8 February 1978) 

Turkey" 
(letter of 27 September 1979) 

United Arab Emirates 
Getter of 211une .19m 

United Kingdom of Great Britain" 
and Northern Ireland 

(letter of 13 Apri11976) 

DIrector of Medical Services 
Department of PhannIcy 
Ministry of Health 
P.O. Box 5 
Mbabmte 

National Board of Health and Welfare 
Department of ON" 
Box 6111 
751 25 Uppsaia 

Office inlercantonal de Contr6le 
des M6:Ikamen .. 

Erlachstrasse 8 
3OOOBeme9 

Director of Pharmaceutical Affairs 
International Health Affairs DIrectorate 
Ministry of Health 
Damascus 

5eaetary-Genera1 of Food and 
Drug Administration 

Ministry of Public Health 
Devavesm Palace 
Bangkok n 

Division de Ia Pharmade 
Ministfte de Ia San~ publique et 
des Affaires socia1es 
~ 

Chief Chemist 
Direc10r Food and ON&, 
115 Frederick Street 
Port of Spain 

Direction de la Phannacie. des 
Laboratoires et des M~icaments 

de Ia San~ 
Place Bab Saadoun 
Tunis 

General Directorate of Pharmacy and 
Pharmaceutical Products 
Ministry of Health and Social 

Assistance 
Ankara 

Department of Phannacies and Supplies 
Ministry of Health 
P.O. Box 848 
Abu Dhabi 

Department of Health and Social 
Security 

Medicines DiYision 
Market Towers 
1 Nine Elms Lane 
London SW8 SNQ 

• See also text of reply reproduced In Section IV 
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United Republic of Cameroon 
(letter of IS March 1982) 

United Republic of Tanzarda 
(letter of '0 June 1978) 

United Stau!s of America· 
(letters of 5 April 1976 and 
9 September 1990) 

Vanuatu· 
(letter of 26 September 1983) 

Venezuela· 
(letll!r of 5 August 1985) 

Yemen Arab Republic 
(letller of 9 June 1982) 

Zaire 
(letter of 5 April 1978) 

Zambia 
(letII!r of 31 May 1979) 

Zimbabwe 
(letter of 28 September 1982) 
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MInis~ de Ia Santi 
Direction de Ia Sanlf 
Yaouncle 

Ministry of Health 
P.O. Box 9aI3 
Dar es Salaam 

Food and Drug Administration 
5600 FIShers Lane, Room 14-95 
Rockville, MD ml57 
Tel: 001 301 443 6143 
Fax: 001 301 443 1726 

Ministry of Health 
P.O. Box 102 
PortViUa 

AnIld II 

Division de Drogas y Cosm licos 
Ministerio de Sanidad y Asistencia Social 
Edificio Sur, piso 3 
Centro Simon Bolivar 
Caracas 

Diredor-Genera1 
High Authority (or Drugs 

and Pharmaceutical Products 
Ministry of Health 
Sana'a 

Direction des Services phannaceutiques 
Departement de Ia Sante pubJique 
B.P.11.998 
Kinshasa I 

TIle Permanent Secretarv and Director of 
Medical Services . 

Ministry of Health 
P.O. Box 205 
Lusaka 

The Registrar 
Drugs Control Council 
P.O. Box UA 559 
Union Avenue 
Harare 

• See also text of reply reproduced in Section N 
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Auoex II 

IV. TEXTS OF REPLIES FROM PAltTIOP ATINC COUNTRIES 

In order to keep this document as short as possible, straightforward replies declaring 
participation in the Scheme only, and merely providing the address of the competent authority, 
have not been included in this section. 

On the other hand, any reservations expressed in the letter of participation. such as 
inability of the authority to issue batch certificates, or intent to participate as importing country 
only, or any other relevant information, is given below. 

Any letter dated prior to May 1988 refers to the original version of the Scheme as adopted 
in May 1975 (WHA28.65). AU letters dated after this date refer to the amended version u adopted 
in May 1988 (WHA41.18). 

AUSTRAUA (letter of 26 May 1976) 

Australia will participate in the certification scheme and the information requested in your 
letter is appended. 

WHO Product Certification Scheme 

1. The Australian ~partment of Health is the certifying authority within the meaning of the 
certification scheme. 

2. There would appear to be no significant reservations regarding the proposed product 
certification scheme except in relation to the nomination of persons designated 10 sign certificates 
of individual batches of the product to be exported (annex 2, Part n, 1(e) refers). This is 
considered impracticable for the reason given in 3,2(ii) below. 

3. The following are general comments on Annex 2 of the document: 

(1) Certification of Pharmaceutical Products <Annex lA) 

(j) Although the definition of a "Drug" (on page 1 of Annex 2) refers to use in man or animal 
(as does the definition of a therapeutic substance in the Australian Customs Act and Therapeutic 
Coods Act), it appears from the first item on page 11 of Annex 2, that the certification scheme is 10 
apply, at least at this stage, only to pharmaceutical products intended for human use. However, 
should certification of veterinary products be introduced in the future the authority is in a position 
to deal with the matter. 

(ii) The requirement for "Number of permit and date of issue (if applicable)" will be relevant 
only when national product registration is introduced. 

(iii) Batch certification - certification of individual batches is not generally required prior to 
distribution of pharmaceutical products marketed in Australia, and it is not considered feasible for 
the ~partment to routinely test and certify each batch exported. However, the authority could 
supply information as to the previous record of the manufacturer's products when tested and even, 
under very special circumstances, would be prepared to certify a batch of product. 

(2) Exchange of Information (annex 2 B Part m 

(i) As noted, some of this information could, at present, be supplied only with the consent of 
the manufacturer or sponsor company, since such data is held in confidence by the Australian 
Department of Health. 

(in Reservations are held as to the practicability of maintairung an up-to-date list of the names 
af the persons designated to sign certificates of different batches because of: 
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(a) fluctuations of staff within the Industry and also change of position of personnel within a 
company and their authority to sign such certificates; 

(b) the difficulty of policing the above changes In responsibility of personnel within a 
company; 

(c) the problem of forgery of • signature; 

(d) the company procedure may require a multiple of signatures or may permit alternative 
signatures for the release of different products; 

(e) the labour which would be required to maintain a current list of persons. 

(iii) The requirement for notification to the importer of any serious quality defects Is 
encompassed by action taken under the existing Drug Recall procedure. 

(3) PutidpatinS Member State. (Annex 2 B Part m) 

(i) The Australian Department of Health, in cooperation with State Departments of Health 
where appropriate, already carries out and ensures that: 

(a) authorization for sale or distribution of pharmaceutical products 15 subject 10 appropriate 
testing measures by the competent authority, designed to ensure their quality, and that adequate 
laboratory fadlities are available for this purpose; 

(b) the pharmaceutical Industry Is required to conform with requirements for good practices In 
the manufacture and quality control of drugs; 

(d the competent authority is empowered to conduct appropriate investigations 10 ensure that 
manufacturers conform with the requirements referred to in (b); 

(d) the inspectors in the services of the authorities have appropriate qualifications and 
experience. 

(Ii) Nomenclature: it is noted that the comment in item 3 of Part III requests that the 
international nonproprietary names be used, whenever available, to describe composition of the 
product. whereas the footnote on the sample certificate suggests ''INN" or national nonproprietary 
names. 

The recently produced list of Australian Approved Names will shortly become standard 
under the Therapeutic Goods Act, so that these names will be required to be used on the labels of 
therapeutic goods imported into Australia and on locally manufactured and distributed goods. 

It is therefore proposed that the Product Certificates be issued In terms of the Australian 
Approved Names except that where these differ from the INN the latter be added In brackets. 

lLttl!T of 16 ]anUllry 1989 

Australia is in a position 10 implement the expanded WHO Certification Scheme with the 
following limitations: 

• a national registration scheme has not yet been introduced in Australia and consequently 
locally-manufactured products may be distributed without prior evaluation by this Department. 

• the product information for these products will also not have been approved. 'Therefore it will 
only be ~sibJe to certify that it is the information currently applicable 10 the product In Australia. 

--

--
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• Many imported products on the Australian market were "grand fathered", i.e. they were on the 
market before 1970 when new regulations were introduced which provided for the evaluation of 
new imported drugs with regard to quality, safety and efficacy prior to their being approved for 
marketing in Australia. 

AUSTRIA (letter of 5 May 1978) 

Part I - Certification of Pharmaceutical Products 

2. The certificate does not include that products exported to Austria with certificates can be 
sold without normal registration procedure. 

3. (a) In respect of pharmaceutical products manufactured in Austria for sale only in other 
countries, the registration procedure is not obligatory at present but according to Austrian 
regulations a licence is required for the manufacture of pharmaceutical products. In cases of 
non-registered products it would be possible to certify that the manufacturer is authorized to 
manufacture drug substances and preparations and conforms to requirements for good practice in 
manufacture and quality control of drugs as recommended by WHO and that the manufacturing 
plant is subject to inspections at suitable intervals. 

4. The competent authority cannot undertake to issue batch certificates but this would not 
preclude individual manufacturers from giving such certificates if they so wished. 

Part n - Exchange of Information 

1. (a) In Austria the regulations concerning requirements for good practices in the 
manufacture and quality control of drugs as recommended by WHO as well as by the 
Pharmaceutical Inspection Convention are observed. 

1. (c) For reasons of fluctuations of staff within the industry the authority is not in a position 
to provide the names and functions of the persons designated by individual manufacturers to sign 
such certificates. 

2. This point might cause many practical problems and should be reserved strictly for serious 
defects. 

BAHRAIN (letter of 6 June 1978) 

Part I: Certification of pharmaceutical products 

It is accepted, however as in No.2 concerning drug products imported to Bahrain, the 
authorization for import, sale or· distribution of such products is restricted to drugs and 
pharmaceutical preparations registered in Bahrain only. 

BARBADOS (letter of 3 March 1983) 

In regard to pharmaceutical products for export, certification by Barbados will depend on 
the current capability at the time requests for information are received. Batch certificates of 
authorised independent testing laboratories are available from the manufacturers. 

BURKINA FASO (letter of 29 September 1981) Original: French 

As Burkino Faso is not at present an exporting country, our participation in the scheme 
will be limited to obtaining certified information. 
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CAMBODIA. KINGDOM OF (letter of 31 December 1993)· 

For the moment, the Kingdom of Cambodia wishes to limit Its partldpatlon to the 
importation of products. 

CANADA (letter of 23 February 1983) 

Canada agrees to participate in the certification scheme with the fonowlng reservations. 

Part 1 - Certification of Pharmaceutical Products 

The Food and Drugs Act does not apply to any packaged drug (other than a drug or other 
substance defined as a controlled drug by Part III or as a restricted drug by Part IV) not 
manufactured for consumption in Canada and not sold for consumption in Canada, If the package 
is marked in distinct overprinting with the word "EXPORT", and a certificate that the package and _ 
its contents do not contravene any known requirement of the law of the country to which it is or is 
about to be conSigned, has been issued in respect thereof in prescribed form and manner. 

Notwithstanding the above, the competent authority can certify that: 

(a) the manufacturing plant in which the product is produced is subject to inspections at regular 
intervals; and : 

(b) the manufacturer conforms to requirements for good manufacturing practices, as recommended 
by the World Health Organization, in respect of products to be sold or distributed within Canada. 

The competent authority cannot undertake to issue batch certificates, but this would not 
preclude individual manufacturers from giving such certificates if they so wished. The competent 
authority monitors by inspection the control system of the manufacturers. 

Part n - Exchange of Information 

The competent authority is not in a position to provide the names and functions of the 
persons designated by individual manufacturers to sign such certificates. 

Letter of 11 October 1988 

. With regard to extension of the Scheme to Raw Materials, I would like to point out that 
Candadian GMP are not specific to the production of raw materials. However, upon specific 
requests, we have provided inspection reports of raw material producers based on inspection 
standards such as that of the USFDA. 

CHILE (letter of 18 August 1980) Original: Spanish 

1. It is confirmed that Chile agrees to take part in the certification scheme on the quality of 
pharmaceutical products moving in international commerce. 

2. The Institute of Public Health of Chile, through the Department of National Control, is the 
authority that must be considered competent for the purposes of the certification scheme. This is 
consequent upon the new health structures established in the country by the promulgation of 
Decree Law 2.763 of 3 August 1979 and Supreme Decree No. 79 of 25 February 1980 which 
approved the "Regulations for the Institute of Public Health of Chile". 

3. It is necessary to place on record what is set forth hereinunder: 

-
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3.1 Pharmaceutical manufacturing plants can function only with the authorization of the 
Institute of Public Health. 

3.2 Since 1976, it has been recommended to the pharmaceutical industry that it apply the good 
manufacturing practices proposed by WHO. The incorporation of those practices into the Health 
Regulations is under study. 

3.3 The Inspectors of manufacturing plants are professional pharmacists or chemists 
possessing adequate qualifications and experience and perform periodic inspections in accordance 
with programmes. 

3.4 Certification of batches or control of series is a requirement laid down for products termed 
''biologicals'', which include: sera, antitoxins, honnones, enzymes, vaccines, toxins, preparations of 
bacteria or viruses, and microbial derivatives, whether they be prepared within the country or 
imported, but only for consumption in the country. This inspection of series or batches is 
performed by the Sub-Department of Analytical Chemistry, Department of National Control, 
Institute of Public Health. 

3.5 Supreme Decree No. 0346 of November 1961 approved the "Regulations for Pharmaceutical 
Products intended for Export", which provides: 

(a) that these products may be manufactured only in manufacturing plants that comply 
with the requirements established in the Regulations for the pharmaceutical industry; 

(b) that they may not be manufactured without authorization and registration accorded 
specifically for purposes of export; 

(c) that the containers must carry the following minimum indications: 

• name and location of manufacturer: 

• designation of product; 

• identification of the manufacturing series or 

• batch; 

• expiry date; 

• qualitative and quantitative formula of therapeutically active components; 

• instructions and precautions for use or administration; 

(d) the producing manufacturer is responsible for the quality of the products it exports; 

(e) accordingly, the Institute of Public Health does not verify the authenticity of the batch 
certificates for export unless expressly requested by the exporting manufacturer. 

3.6 Pharmaceutical products authorized and registered in Chile must bear labels indicating, in 
addition to the trade name, the generic names or international nonproprietary names of the active 
principles. 
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COSTA RICA (letter of 5 February 1993) 

For the time being our country will use the Scheme only as an importer while, with the aid 
of WHO, we are preparing to be in a position to comply with the Good Manufacturing Practices 
by 31 December 1994. 

DENMARK (letter of 29 November 1979) 

Reservation is held as to the batch certification (part 8.1.4), as those certificates can 
normally not be issued by the National Health Service. 

The rules for manufacturing and quality control of drugs recommended by WHO are in 
force in Denmark. 

DJIBOUTI (letter of 16 August 1980) 

Does not at present export pharmaceutical preparations 

DOMINICAN REPUBUC (letter of 16 Odober 1992) Original: Spanish 

Our purpose in joining the Scheme is to control imports of pharmaceutical products and 
we are taking steps so that in the near future we shall be in a position to participate in the entire 
Scheme, including the certification of exports. 

EGYPT (letter of 26 July 1977) 

We would like to mention the following reservations and comments: 

Part I: Certification of Pharmaceutical products 

1. Accepted. 

2. Concerning products imported to Egypt the authorization of sale or distribution is 
restricted in Egypt. 

3. Accepted. 

4. Concerning products exported from Egypt the certificate issued for individual batches of 
prOducts is - for the time being - issued by the competent authority of Egypt according to Egyptian 
law. 

Part U: Exchange of Information 

1. Accepted. 

2. All available information will be provided according to the best capadty of the competent 
authority 

EL SALVADOR (letter of 13 Odober 1993) Original: Spanish 

At the present time the country will adhere to the Scheme as an Importer. We hope to 
conform to the requirements of Good Manufacturing Practices by 31 December 1994. 

-

-
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The competent authority intends only to receive information furnished and certificates 
issued under the scheme. It is not intended to issue export certificates. 

FINLAND (letter of 28 June 1971) 

Finland wishes to inform of the following regarding the WHO certification scheme on the 
quality of phannaceutical products moving in intemational commerce. 

Part I - Certification of pharmaceutical products 

Point 2: For pharmaceutical products to be sold in Finland a sales permit issued by the 
Health authority is always required. The certificate in question does not release the product from 
undergoing normal registration process. 

Point 4: The health authorities cannot give certificates of individual batches as this would 
necessitate control measures in the factories during the manufacture and control of each batch. 
The manufacturers can givt' individual batch certificates for their products. In Finland the health 
authorities inspect the pharmaceutical factories and their control units at least once annually. 
Part n - Exchange of Information 

Point 1a: Finland follows the recommendations of WHO and the EFrA Pharmaceutical 
Inspection Convention regarding the requirements for good practices in the manufacture and 
quality control of drugs. 

FRANCE (Jetter of 23 Februuy 1984) Original: French 

Pharmaceutical specia1tit's, whether intended for the national market or for export, are 
manufactured in France by pharmaceutical establishments subject to control by the Pharmacy 
Inspectorate, which checks that the Good Manufacturing Practices are applied. 

GABON (letter of 12 November 1981) Original: french 

As this country does not yet export any medidnes, this agreement to participate concerns 
in particular the part "OBTAINING certified information concerning imported products". 

GERMANY (Jetters of 23 July 1985, 150dober 1986 and 18 August 1993) 

The certificates will be issued, upon request, for products intended for hurnan or 
veterinary use by the health authorities of the Laender. Batch certificates for sera, vaccines and 
test allergens will be issued by the Paul-Erlich Institute and for veterinary products also by the 
Federal Health Office and the Federal Research Institute for Animal Virus Diseases. 

As far as the issuing of batch certificates is concerned, authorities can only issue batch 
certificates for sera, vaccines and test allergens. For other drugs the rnaufacturer can submit a 
certificate of analysis signed by the person responsible for quality control. If desired the signature 
can be attested by the competent authority. 

In addition to the data provided for in the certificate, the Federal Republic is, upon 
request, also willing to provide information on the conditions under which the drug in question is 
on the market in the Federal Republic of Germany, such as mandatory prescription, dosage, fields 
of application, contraindications and warnings. For veterinary drugs the information on target 
animals and withdrawal periods will also be provided. 
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GREECE (leUer of 27 January 1987) 

Greece agrees to participate in the Scheme and certifies the following: 

1. Part I - Certification of pharmaceutical products 

The manufacturing plant in which the product is produced is subject to inspections at suitable 
intervals to verify the manufacturer conforms to requirements for good practices in manufacture 
and quality control, as recommended by the World Health Organization, in respect of products to 
be sold or distributed within the country of origin or to be exported. 

The competent authority cannot issue certificates of individual batches; these will have to be 
issued by the manufacturer. 

2. Part n - Exchange of Information 

(i) The competent authority can: 

(a) provide infonnation on the implementation of the Requirement for Good Practices In the 
Manufacture and Quality Control of Drugs as recommended by the World Health Organization. 

(b) certify that it conducts appropriate investigation to ensure that manufacturers confinn to 
the requirements referred to (a), including for example, the examination of records and taking of 
samples. However, the competent authority cannot provide the names and functions of the 
persons designated to sign certificates of individual batches of the product to be exported. 

In the case of quality defects of products imported under this Certification Scheme the carrying out 
of inquiries should be reserved to serious defects. 

GUYANA (letter of 21 January 1980) 

Our reservations are as follows: 

(1) Part I -Certification of Pharmaceutical Products 

(a) The requirement for ''Number of pennit and date of issue" (if applicable) will be relevant 
only when national product registration is introduced; 

(b) Batch certification - it is not considered feasible for the competent authority to routinely 
test and certify each batch of pharmaceutical products exported, but under very special 
circumstances, the authority would be prepared to certify a batch of product. However, this would 
not preclude individual manufacturers from issuing batch certificates if they so wished. 

(2) Part II -Exchange of Information 

Some of this information could, at present, be supplied only with the consent of the manufacturer, 
since such data is held in confidence by the Food and Drug Department. 

Implementation of the scheme in Guyana will depend on the availability of staff. 

HONDURAS (letters of 9 September 1991 and 15 December 1992) Original: Spanish 

For the time being our country will only use the system as an importer, but with the help 
of the Organization we are preparing to meet the requirements for Good Practice in Manufacture 
by 31 December 1994. 

-

-
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Reservation is held, however, on the batch certification. part B.I.4., u such certiftcates 
cannot normally be issued by the National Health Authority; it is the manufacturers that provide 
individual batch certificates for their products. The manufacturing plants and their control units 
are subject to inspections by the Health Authority at suitable InlervaJs. 

INDIA (letter of 16 May 1978) 

So far as ''Batch Certificates" are concerned, it is felt that these certificates can be Issued by 
the manufacturers and it is not necessary for any Government authority to Issue such certificates. 

IRELAND (letter of March 1985) 

In respect of pharmaceutical products manufactured In Ireland for sale only In other 
countries, the domestic pharmaceutical registration procedure is not obligatory. However,the 
manufacture or all pharmaceutical products, whether for sale in this country or for export, is 
subject to a statutory licensing system. Manufacturing plants are Inspected at regular intervals in 
the course of which the requirements for Good Practices in the Manufacture and Quality Control 
of Drugs as recommended by WHO are applied as well as those of the pharmaceutical Inspection 
convention (EFTA). 

The competent authority cannot undertake to issue batch certificates but this would not 
preclude individual manufacturers from giving such certificates if they so wished. The competent 
authority would on request authenticate the origin of and signatures on these certificates. 

IVORY COAST (letter of 24 June 1986) Orlpll: French 

To some extent this certification scheme complements the legal provisions adopted by COle 
d'lvoire in 1965 providing for the prior registration of pharmaceutical products on the basis of a 
set of criteria, fundamental to which is authorization for sale in the country of origin. 

JAMAICA (letter of 12 August 1980) 

The Food and Drugs Act 1964, now in force, lays down that all drugs imported into and 
exported from Jamaica must be registered. 

JAPAN (letter of 21 October 1976) 

The names and addresses of the compelent authorities to make respective certification are 
as follows: 

1. For the purpose of certifying that the subject product (except biologic product and 
antibiotic preparation) has been authorized to be placed on the market for use in Japan: 

Director, Evaluation and Registration Division 
Pharmaceutical Affairs Bureau, 
Ministry of Health and Welfare 

2. For the purpose of certifying that the subject biologic product or antibiotic preparation has 
been authorized to be placed on the market for use in Japan: 

Director, Biologics and Antibiotics division 
Pharmaceutical Affairs Bureau, 
MiniStry of Health and Welfare 
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3. For the purpose of certifying that the respective· manufacturing plant Is subject to 
inspections at suitable intervals and that the manufacturer conforms to requirements for good 
practices in the manufacture and quality control: 

Director, Inspection and Guidance Division 
Pharmaceutical Affairs Bureau 
Ministry of Health and Welfare 

The address of these Divisions is: 

1-2-2 Kasumigaseki 
Chiyoda-ku 
Tokyo 10 

In our country, manufacturing plants in which a pharmaceutical product is produced are 
subject to inspections by the authorities at suitable Intervals. As stated In my previous letter, _ 
however, it should be noted that it is impossible for the authorities to issue the certificate of 
individual batches of the pharmaceutical products because of an enormous amount of work. 
Therefore, the manufacturers concerned are requested to issue such certificate if it Is required and 
to provide relevant information when requested. 

KUWAIT (letter of 12 January 1983) 

Concerning pharmaceutical products imported to Kuwait - the authorization of sale or 
distribution is restricted to pharmaceutical products registered with the competent authority. 
Therefore, the certificate in question does not release the product from undergoing nonnal 
registration process. 

LUXEMBOURG (letter of U March 1987) Original: French 

Because our country has no pharmaceutical industry, the purpose of our participation in 
this scheme is more especially to enable us to obtain the information provided in the application of 
this certification scheme. 

MADAGASCAR (letter of 29 August 1980) Original: French 

Since our country is not an exporting country, the purpose of our participation in this 
certification scheme is to enable us to obtain infonnation and certificates issued under the scheme. 
As a Member of the World Health Organization we therefore intend to require exporting countries 
to meet all the conditions laid down in the resolution WHA28.65 of the Twenty-eighth World 
Health Assembly. 

MALAYSIA (letter of 16 November 1982) 

Malaysia supports the recommendation of the resolution in the operative paragraphs 2(a) 
and 2(b} and agrees to participate in the certification scheme subject to the reservations set out 
below: 

(a) Application of the revised requirements for good practices in the manufacture and quality 
control of drugs as formulated in the report of the Director-General is subject to adoption and 
approval of legislation now being drafted in respect of licensing and control of all phannaceutical 
manufacturing establishments. 

(b) Malaysia is not a large exporter of pharmaceuticals and only a very small volume of 
exports are made to a few countries around the region. It is not possible at present for the issue of 
certificates in full compliance of the terms of the directive in respect of pharmaceutical products 

-
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manufactured locally for export In the meantime, if required in respect of such products, it would 
be possible for the competent authority to certify that the manufacturing plant in which the 
product is produced is subject to inspections at regular intervals, and the manufacturer confonns 
to requirements for good practice in the manufacture and quality control, as recommended by the 
World Health Organization, in respect of products to be sold or distributed, within the country of 
origin or to be exported. 

It should be pointed out that progress with full implementation of the scheme will depend 
on availability of staff. 

MALDIVES (letter of 11 September 1982) 

We take pleasure in informing you that we would like to participate in the scheme as an 
importing country and welcome any facilities that may be provided to us under this scheme. 
As you are aware due to lack of relevant technical facilities in the country our role in this would 
be mostly that of a recipient. 

MALT A (letter of 17 August 1986) 

The competent authority cannot undertake to issue batch certificates but this would not 
preclude individual manufacturers from giving such certificates if they so wished. lhe competent 
authority would on request authenticate the origin of and signatures on these certificates. 

MAURITIUS (IeHer of 1 August 1977) 

Though Mauritius does not export pharmaceutical products, it is interested in participating 
in the certification scheme. 

NAMIBIA (letter of 15 January 1992) 

For the present, we will only participate in controlling the import of pharmaceutical 
products and substances. 

NICARAGUA (letter of 10 December 1992) Original: Spanish) 

For the time being our country will use the Scheme soley as an importer; meanwhile, with 
the help of the Organization, we are preparing to become able to comply with the Good 
Manufacturing Practices by 31 December 19«14. 

NORWAY (letter of 9 April 1976) 

With reference to B. part I, 4 in the report of the Director-General, batch certificates from 
Norway normally will be issued by the manufacturer. Referring to part III, 2 in the report, this 
point is interpreted as reserved strictly to serious defects. 

PAKISTAN (letter of 5 May 1979) 

Subject to the reservation that batch certificates are not issued by the competent authority, 
as these can be issued by the manufacturers. 

PANAMA (letter of 29 August 1979) Original: Spanish 

Our country does not at present feature among the exporting countries, and therefore this 
participation will be for the purpose of receiving information and the certificates issued in 
accordance with the certification scheme. 
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PAPUA NEW GUINEA. (letter of 1 September 1982)-

The competent authority intends only to receive information furnished and certificates 
issued under the scheme_ It is not intended to issue export certificates_ 

SAO TOME AND PRINCIPE (letter of 16 May 1979) Original: Portuguese 

We recognize this to be of basic importance for our country which is almost completely 
dependent on imports of pharmaceuticals, chemico-pharmaceuticals, raw materials, and finished 
and semi-finished drugs, we agree to the participation of our country in the certification scheme, 
without reservations_ We propose to request the exporting country, as a member of WHO, to fulfil 
all the requirements embodied in resolution WHA28_65 approved by the Twenty-eighth World 
Health Assembly. 

SAUDI ARABIA (20 January 1989) 

In accordance with the Certification Scheme, free sale certificates in the country of origin is 
a basic requirement among documents to be provided on application to register any drug in Saudi 
Arabia. Besides, the Ministry of Health can cooperate closely with WHO in case of obvious doubt 
in any pharmaceutical product-

SEYCHELLES (letter of 15 September 1981) 

As we are supporting the principle of using only drugs of reliable manufacturers, we will 
apply this scheme to all our imports. 

SOLOMON ISLANDS (memorandum of 6 February 1986) 

We do already require that all bulk purchases of drugs and dressings are accompanied by 
certificates of analysis, issued by the manufacturers. In some cases the quality and more potency, 
of preparations is confirmed by provision of suitable samples for analysis to the National 
Biological Standards Institute in Australia. 

SPAIN (letters of 29 June 1977 and 15 July 1983 Original: Spanish 

In principle this Subdirectorate-General sees no objection to participating in the 
certification scheme on the quality of pharmaceutical products moving in international commerce, 
subject to the following considerations: 

(a) that at the present time the main provisions of the requirements for good manufacturing 
practice are binding for Spanish manufacturers, many of whom comply with all the requirements 
that have been in the recommendations phase for the past two years. For those manufacturers 
who comply with or are to comply with these requirements, the proposed certification scheme can 
be put into effect; 

(b) that it is necessary to update the present system for inspection of installations and production 
batches, adapting the present scheme so as to meet the requirements of the scheme, which will 
depend to a great extent on the availability of personnel; 

(c) that in the case of batch certificates they would be issued by the manufacturers themselves, 
once the conditions specified in paragraph (a) are established. 

SUDAN (letter of 6 April 1981) 

The competent authority will not be in a poSition to issue a batch certificate, but these 
could be and are issued by the manufacturers. 

-
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2. The Certificate does not include that products exported to Sweden with certificates can be 
sold without normal registration procedure. 

3. No comments. 

4. The batch certificates from Sweden should be issued by the manufacturer. The control 
system of the manufacturers is checked by inspection of the Authority. 

PartU 

1(a} In Sweden the requirements for Good Practices in the Manufacture and Quality Control of 
Drugs are applied to Recommendations from WHO as well as from the Phannaceutical Inspection 
convention (EFTA). 

(b) No comments. 

(c) This should normally be that person at a Manufacturer's who is responsible to the National 
Board (if Health and Welfare. 

2. This point might cause many practical problems and should be reserved sbictly to serious 
defects. 

SWITZERLAND (letter of 8 July 1980) Original: French 

The certificates signed by the competent authority and authenticated by the State 
Chancellory and by the embassy of the importing country will be forwarded by the industry. 

The batch certificates will be prepared by the manufacttJrer. The competent authority 
simply authenticates the origin and signatures of these certificates. We would point out that a 
certification system of this kind has already been operating in Switzerland for some years. 

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO (letter of 7 November 19M) 

The Government of the Republic of Trinidad and Tobago also wishes to make a 
reservation regarding participation in the scheme as follows: 

that it will not be feasible for the Chief Chemist/Director 01 Food and Drugs to routinely 
test and certify each batch of pharmaceutical products exported, but under special 
circumstances, the Authority would be prepared to certify a batch product. 

TURKEY (letter of 27 September 1979) 

1. The manulacturing plant in which the product is produced is subject to inspection of the 
M.H.S.A according to the respective regulation 011955 stating that these places should be 
inspected at least twice a year or whenever it is necessary. This regulation covers the 
recommendations 01 WHO in relation to quality control and inspection of the manufacturing 
plants. This point has been accepted. If there will be any change your suggestion will surely be 
asked. 
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2. There have been some obslacles in the respective law 01 our country In relation to the 
certification scheme on the quality 01 phannaceutical products moving in international conunerce. 
The respective Law relates to the certification and quality control of phannaceutical products which 
will be used in the country. Nevertheless, it is possible to give special certification to the 
phannaceutical products which will be exported. 

The Ministry of Health and Social Assistance will be able to prepare a document and 
certify that the production system of the manufacturing plant is valid according to the 
recommendations of WHO and also is inspected at suilable intervals. 

Nevertheless, consideration should be given to those countries who do not have the legal 
right to give certification to the phannaceutical products which will be exported. 

3. Batch certificates should be issued by the manufacturer in Turkey. It is impossible for the 
competent authority to issue such a certificate, though it will be possible to do it for some series 
upon request. The competent authority has to inspect the quality system of the manufacturing 
plant and also inspect at cerlain intervals the samples from the phannaceutical market. 

UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORlHERN IRELAND (leUer of 13 April 
1976) 

Reservations are as follows: 

1. Part 1 - Certification of pharmaceutical products 

(i) Because of the provisions of the Medicines Act 1968 it is not possible at this time for the 
competent authority, which is also the licenSing authority under the Act, to give a certificate fully 
in the terms of the directive in respect of pharmaceutical products that are manufactured in the 
United Kingdom for sale only in other countries. 

In respect of such products it would be necessary for fuller compliance with the terms of 
the directive to reactivate Section 48 of the Medicines Act in pursuance of an international 
agreement regarding the control of products moving in international commerce. The reactivation 

-

of Section 48 would allow the UK licensing authority to grant licences relating to products that are _ 
only for export by reference only to their quality. 

The United Kingdom's participation in the certification scheme is therefore subject to the 
parlia~lary adoption of an Order activating Section 48 of the Medicines Act 1969. 

(ii) In the meantime in respect of phannaceutical products to which reference is made in (j) 
above it would be possible for the competent authority to certify that: 

(a) the manufacturing plant in which the product is produced is subject to inspection at 
regular intervals, and 

(b) the manufacturer conforms to requirements for good practice in the manufacture and 
quality control, as recommended by the World Health Organization, in respect of products to be 
sold or distributed within the country of origin or to be exported. 

(iii) The competent authority cannot underlake to issue batch certificates but this would not 
preclude individual manufacturers from giving such certificates if they so wished. 

2. Part n - Exchange of Information 

Since the competent authority cannot iJnderlake to issue batch certificates, and it would be 
for individual manufacturers to issue them if they so wished, the authority is not in a position to 
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provide the names and functions of the persons designated by individual manufacturers to sign 
such certificates. 

Progress with implementation of the scheme in the United Kingdom will depend on the 
availability of staff. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (letter of 5 Apri11916) 

All drug manufacturing facilities in the United States are subject to regular inspection by 
the FDA; however, batch certification is only required for certain antibiotic drugs. Therefore, 
under this scheme the FDA could not verily the authenticity of batch certificates (in the absence of 
independent examination) except as noted above. 

VANUATU (letter of 26 September 1983) 

Because we are a developing nation, and we invariably rely on imported phannaceuticals 
for our Public Health, we recognize the importance of such Resolution, and it is with sincerity that 
we fully adopt its content. 

VENEZUELA (letter of 5 August 1985) Original: Spanish 

For products exported by Venezuela, the tests on which issuance of the quality certificates 
is based will be performed by the official laboratories or other quality control laboratories that 
have been approved by the Ministry of Health and Social Welfare and which are subject to 
rigorous State inspection. 
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RESOLtmON WHAl8.65 

WILUI.65 Good ~ .. 1M. ' ....... ..-HI1 CIIIIIfrOI ., ........ _0" ..... ___ 1M 
.-nt1 of "Mma 110* ,...1 cl ....... 1stItad... a 

The TweIIty.epth World Health ~b1y, 

ReamDl resolulioas WHA22.50, WHA2l.45 &lid WHA25.61; 

HaviDa Doted resoIutlOD EB55.R21; 

HaviDl eumioccl the Iq)CIrt of thc Director-OcDctll OG propbyladic &lid lberapeutk-IU~ 

I. ADOPJ'S the rwvised tats of the "Good pncIica io the maaufac:hue &lid quality _troI of dra .. " nd 
the "Certi8calIon ICbeme on the quality of pbanasceuticaI procIuctt mMto.io ioterDUlooal com_", 
u appeodecl to the 1q)CIrt;. 

2. UCOIDIENDI that Member States: 

(J) apply the rwvised nquiremeotl for "Good pnctioet in the moueact .... &lid quality CODIrOl of 
dna .. " u formulated in tile Iq)CIrt of the Director.CJeaeral; 
(2) participate ill tile revised "cmi&calioo ICheme 00 tile quality of plwmsceulicsl procIlIdI movio. 
in illteroalioul co_" u formulated in tbc report of the DirecIor-CieGcral; &lid 

3. UQUISTS the Direc:tor-OeDeral to report to a fut .... World Haith Aucmbly on tbc im~tttioo of 
the abow recolDlllClldalioas. 
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B. CERTIFlCATION SCHEME ON TIlE QUALITY 
OF PHARMACEtmCAt PRODUcrs MOVING 

IN INTERNATIONAL COMMERCE 

Put I - Catllt3tSae ef .......... caI I'rodIIcIJ 

I. For the pmporc of this CertificatiOD Sc:beme 
"plwmaceuticaJ produc:t" meaus IDY mediciDe in ill 
IDished cloIIp form, inteDded for bllman use, that 
is subject to control by leJisiation in the exporting 
Member State Ind iD the importing Member State. , 

2. A pharmaceutical produCl exported or imported 
IIJIder this CertificatiOD Sebeme would be certified by 
the competent IUthOrity of the exportiD, Member 
State OD I Certificate of Plwmac:eutica1 Products, 
iaued It the request of the interested party, to be 
ICDt to the competeDt IUthority of the importin, 
Member State, whicb would decide to II'IUt or to 
lefuse the authorizatioD for sale or distributiOD of 
the certified product, or to make the luthorization 
cooditioaal OD the submissioD of supplementary data. 

3. The issue of the Certificate of Plwmac:cutical 
Products would be subject to the conditioDS required 
by the competent IUthority of the exportia, Member 
State in order to certify that: 

(a) the product is IUthOri1.ed for sale or distri
butioD within the exportial Member State (if DOl, 
the reuoas therefore would be alated OD the certi
ficate); and 

(b) the maaufacturiDl pllDt in whicb the product 
is produced is .ubject to inspections It .uitable 
intervals to show that the manufaaurer coal'orms 
to requiremenll for lood practices in maaufaaure 
and quality control, as recommended by the World 
Health OrpnizatiOD, in respect of products to be 
sold or distributed withill the COUDb)' of oriBiD or 
to be aported. 

A suBPSted layout of a Certificate of Pbarmaceutical 
Productl with aplaaatory DOtes is IttaclIed. 

4. If certificates of iDdividual batches of products 
coveted by I Certificate of Pharmaceutical Products 
are required, sucb certificates could be iaued either 
by the manufacturer or by tbe competent IUthOrity 
of the exportiDI Member State, aocordinl to the 
nature of the product and the requirements of the 
exportiD, Member State or of the importinl Member 
State. The batcb certificate would iDdicate the name 
and dosage form of the product, the batch Dumber, 
the expiry date and storage coDCIitioDS, I reference to 
the Certificate of Pbarmac:eutical Products, and a 
statement that the batch coDforms either to the 
requiremeDlI of the competent luthority fOr ale or 
diltn"bution withiD the exportial Member State (with 
refereoc:e to the authorizatioD) or, as the case may be, 
to published specificatioDs, or to established speci
ficatiODS to be provided by the mlDuflClurer, The 
certificate could a1ao iadude data OD pacbBiDg, 
IabelliDg, nature of the coDwDer, the date of maDU
flcture, results of aaalysis, and other data. 

I. UPOD the request of the competent authority 
of.the Member State into which I pbarmac:eutical 
product covered by thia CertificatioD Scheme is to 
lie or bas been imported, the competent luthority of 
the aportiDl Member State abould provide: 

(G) information on tbe implementatioD of the 
Rcquirements for Good Prac:tic:es in the Manu
facture and Quality CoDtrolof Drup as recom
meaded by the World Health Orpnization;' 

(6) iDformltion 011 coDtrols of the product as 
exerciJed by the competeDt luthority of the ell
portial Member State; 

(c) the aames and functions of the penoo, desig
nated to silll certificat" of iodividual batches of 
the product to be ellported. 
Information 00 paeral aDd specific standards of 

quality control of the product to be exported, in so 
far as they are required to comply with legislative 
provisions of the importing Member State, could 
also be ,upplied with the consent of the manufacturer. 

2. ID the case of quality defects of products 
imported under this Certification Scheme that are 
considered to be of a serious nature by !be importing 
couDb)', DOt attributable to local conditions Ind 
c:irc:umslaDceS, and appearing after the introduction 
of a particular batch iDto the importing Member 
State, the competent authority sbould ootify the 
occurreace, toselher with the relevant faclJ, to the 
competent authority of the exporting Member State 
that bad issued the Certificate for the product con· 
c:eraed, with a request to institute inquiries. COD
vme1y, if the competeDt authority of the exporting 
Member State ascerWas serious quality defects, that 
competent authority should Dotify the competeDt 
authority of the importinl Member State. 

-

-
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PIIt m -~ M..- scm. 
I. I!Icb Member State qreeill. to puticipate ill 

the CertilicatiOD Scheme shall commllllicate (a) the 
IIIJIIII aDd addreu of ill priDcipU authority to be 
CODSidcnd as competcllt withiD die meaaiDl or the 
Certillea&iOD Scheme, aDd (6) any .pific:tnt zaer
vatiou relatiDl to III puticipatioa, to die Director
Oeaeral of the World Health Orpalzation, wbo 
would IlOtit}r all other Member Statcl. 

2. ExportiDI Member Stales partieipatiol iD the 
Certi8catioD Sc:beme .baIl _ that: 

Ca) aatborizatioa for uJe or' distributioa of 
pbarmaceutical products i. subject to appropriate 
testiD. meuURl, by the competeDt authority, 
desiped to ensure their quallty, aDd that adequate 
laboratory faeiJities are available for this purpose; 

(6) the pbarmacelltical iodllStry is oblised to 
c:oaf'orm to requiremenll for sood prKtices iD tbe 
maawacture aDd quality coDtrol of drop as 
ra:ommended by the World Health Orpoizatioo; 

(e) the competcul allthority i. empowered to 
coDdIld appropriate iovestiptioo' to eDSllrC that 
maawacturen cooform to the reqlliremCllts reo 
fand to iD (6), iDc:Iudilll, for example, the exami
natioD of records and the takiDI of samples; 

(d) the iaspecton of the aenices of its competent 
authority have appropriate qaaU6c:atioas and ex
perieoce. 

3. I!lIportiq Member States putic:ipatiDl ill the 
Cenilcatioa Scheme lbou1cl, wbeDeYer poeaib\e, 
_ that tile iDtcnIatioaal aoaproprietarJ aaaaes. 
wbeaeYCr available, are \lied iD the description of tbe 
compositioa or tile product on the Catillcates aDd, 
.. far as poeIible" appear oa the labelliq or pbuma
ceutical products to be aported UDder the Certi8catioa, 
Scbeme. 

.• k II ..... dIM .. _ COUDIIieI tills -r NCluln tile _fII... ,,_. 

Annex II 

Annex 1 
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aR'l'IFICATE OF PHAaNAa:unc.u. I'IlODtlcr(!l) 1 

~ ad ..... form ol pcoduct: •••••••••••••••••••..• 
..:..~ ol-....· '---"- 2 ~_-' _____ -I: ................ . 

AddJaI(cs): • 

It II cenIIIod that: 
o TbiI pnocIuct .... beeD .1IIIIaliIed to be pIKed OIl IIIe IIIUket for IIIC ill tItia IXIIIIItty. 

N_ber or pamit ad date ol .... ("If appIic:allle): . . • • • • . . . . • • • . . 

o 1bia produa baa _ beeD IIUIhorized to be pIacIId 0Il1IIe ..net for _ iD Ibis COIIDtty for the 
roUowiDl ....... : 

II is aIIo ooniIIed !bal (41) !be _lIfllClUriAl plaal ill wIIicb the PIOduct iI prod&aaod is IUbjoct 10 Wopoaioao 
.1 suilabie iDterVals. and (b) the manufacturer coaI'orms to ""Iw-ts for aoocI prKIiocs iD the ID&DII
fadurc and quality cootrol. u .ocean nded by !be World Hallb OrpDizati .... ia rapocI or prodUCll to 
be solei or diltribuled witbia the COIIIiU)' ol orilin or to be aported. (See Eapluatory Notes.) 

(Sipblle ol _ .... Ied autbority) 

~ '" """m ... 1IIfaI 1'I'odIIa(.) 
1bia c:ati&:ale is iIlla>dod to ddioc the ltalus ol!be pIwma

ceutical product and ill _1If1ClUlW ia the aportiDC COUDUy. 
II is ioIuod by the ..... .-.1 authority ia !be aportiDC COUDUy 
ia ..:cordaDce wilb the ""IuinlDeDli ol \be ..... peIIIII .uthority 
or \be iIIIpor\iIIc COIIIiU)'. It may be required by \be ~ 
COIIIItty at the time or \be lint impor\alioD and IUboequently 
if 00bIIrmaIi0il or UpcIatiq is nquired. 

TIle ""Iuircmenll for coocI pradica ia the _ufacnano and 
quality COiltrol or dnap IIICDtioaed ia \be cortificallO "et to IIIe 
texl adopted by the T ..... tyoCi ... th World HaIth ~bly ia ill 
raoiulion WHA2I.65 <_ OJ/kkll R ... >rtb No. 226. Anna 12, 
Part 1). 

kelt «rtI/it!6IU 
II c:ati&:atcI ol iadividUaJ _td8 of pnocIUClI COVOIIId by 

a Certillcale of PIImmaccuIicaI ProdUClI are ""Iuiftd. IUd> 

<"-anddallO) 

c:ati&:a1Cl could be iIIuod eilber by the allllWOI:lIIrer or by the 
..... pet ... 1 avthority ol the uportinl M .... ber SlaiC, """"reliDa 
10 the _bile ol the product and \be ""IuiraDallI ol \be u· 
pon;a, M .... ber Sullo or ol \be iaIportiDl Member Slalc. The _tell cc:ni6caIa ~ iadicale tlJe _ &lid cIooqe form of 
die product, IIIe t.tdl _ber, \be apiry dale and ~ 
OOIlditiOltl, a "enace to \be CcniJIc:aIe ol Pbarmaccutical 
ProdUCll and a III_I thel \be _tell coaI'orms eilber to the 

""IW-II ol \be CCIIIPCCalI .uIbority for aaIc or distribvtiOD 
witbia \be aportiJII Member Stale (willi .. crace to the 
avtboriatioo) or, wbere appropriale, 10 publisbcd opecificatiOllJ 
or 10 _bIisbcd speciOcatioao 10 be pro¥icIed by \be man ... 

fac:turer. TIle c:ati&:allO oouId aIIo iDcIvde data OIl pec!r'Ii"" 
IabelJiDi, aalure ol the COilW-. \be dale ol _ufacbn. 
....... of aaaIyIis, and Otbcr data. 

1 This form may be adapted to cover 
several products of the same manufacturer. 

2 Use. whenever possible. international 
nonproprietary names (INN) or national 
nonproprietary names. 

-

-
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FOR1Y-FIRST WORLD HEALTH ASSEMBLY WHA41.18 

WHO CERTIFICATION SCHEME ON THE QUAUTY OF PHARMACEUTICAL 
PRODUCTS MOVING IN INTERNATIONAL COMMERCE 

The Forty-first World Health Assembly, 

Taking note of previous resolutions on the question; 

Annex II 

Annex 1 

Having examined the Director-General's report on the rational use of drugs, and in 
particular the proposed amendments to the WHO Certification Scheme on the Quality of 
Pharmaceutical Products Moving in international Commerce; 

Noting the fact that, in any case of obvious doubt, any Member State may request the 
Organization for assistance in finding an independent collaborating centre to cany out batch tests 
for the purposes of quality control; 

1. ADOPTS the attached revised text of the expanded WHO Certification Scheme on the 
Quality of Pharmaceutical Products Moving in International Commerce; 

2. INVITES Member States which are not yet participating in the Scheme to do so; 

3. RECOMMENDS to Member States that they implement as far as possible all the proviSions 
of the expanded WHO Certification Scheme; 

4. REQUESTS the Director-General to report, in the context of his report on WHO's revised 
drug strategy to a future World Health Assembly, on the progress accompliShed in the 
implementation of the expanded WHO Certification Scheme. 

Fifteenth plenary meeting, 13 May 1988 
A41/VR/15 
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CEllTIFlCATION SCHIKE ON THE QUALITY OF PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS 
lIOVDIC IN DlTERNATIOHAL CQIKEllCE -

PIXt I - certification of a Pharaaceutical Product 

1. For the purpoae of thia Certification Sebe .. ·pbarmaceutical product- .eana any 
.. dicine intended for bUDan use, or a veterinary product adDiniatered to food-producing 
aniaala, preaented in ita finiabed doaage fOrD or aa a atarting .. terial for use in aucb 
a doaage fOrD, vben it ia subject to control by legislation in the axporting M .. ber State 
and in the t.porting Kember State. It ahould be uoted that, .. a .atter of policy, eome 
Member Statea do not inspect .. nufacturera of atarting .. terial., vbile In other 
countriea auch inspection ia limited to aelected active ingredienta. 

2. A pharmaceutical product exported or t.porte4 under thia Certificatlon Sche.e ~ 
would be certified by the competent authority of the exporting Meaber State on a 
Certificate of a Pharmaceutical Product, iaaued at the requeat of the intereated party, 
to be aent to the competent authority of the importing Meaber State, vbich would decide 
to grant or to refuse the authorizaticn for aale or distribution of the certified 
product, or to .ake the authorization conditional on the sub.ission of supple.entary 
data. 

3. The lssue of the Certificate of e Pharmeceutical Product would be subject to 
the conditions required by the competent authority of the exporting Member State in order 
to certify that: 

(a) the product is euthorized for sale or dlstribution within the exporting Kember 
State (if not, the reaaons therefore would be stated on the certificate): and 

(b) the manufacturing plant in which the product Is produced Is subject to 
Inspection at suitable intervala to ahow that the manufacturer conforaa to 
requirements for good practices in manufacture and quality control, as recommended 
by the World Health Organization, in reapect of products to be sold or diatributed 
within the country of origin or to be exported. 

A .uggested layout of a Certificate of a Pharmaceutical Product with explanatory 
note. is attached. 

4. Certification of individual batches of pharmeceutical products and substances 
is only undertaken exceptionally by the competent authorities of Kember States. Even 
then, it is rarely applied other than to vaccines and other biologicals. If certificates 
of individual batches of a produc: covered by a Certificate of a Pharmaceutical Product 
are required, such certificates could be issued either by the manufacturer or by the 
competent authority of the exporting Kember State, according to the nature of the product 
and the requirements of the exporting Kember State or of the importing Kember State. The 
batch certificate would Indicate the name and dosage form of the product, the batch 
number, the expiry date and storage conditions, a reference to the Certificate of a 
Pharmaceutical Product, and a statement that the batch conforms either to the 
requirements of the competent authority for sale or distribution within the exporting 
Kember State (with reference to the authorization) or, as the case may be, to published 
speCifications, or to established specifications to be provided by the manufacturer. The 
certificate could also include data on packaging, labelling, nature of the container, the 
date of manufacture, results of analysis and on atability, and other information such as 
an approved technical summary of the data regarding aafety and efficacy on which the 
domestic .arketing authorization is baa.d. 

~ 
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1. Upon the requ •• t of the comp.tent authority of the "eaber State into which a 
pha~c.utical product covered by thi. Certification Scheme i. to b. or he. been 
t.ported. the comp.tent authority of the exporting Keab.r State .hould provide: 

(e) info~etion on the i~lementation of the Require.ent. for Cood Practice. in the 
Manufacture afd Quality Control of Drug. a. recoaaended by the Vorld Health 
Organization; 

(b) info~tion on control. of the product a. exerci.ed by the coapetent authority 
of the .xporting K.mber State; 

(c) th. n .... and functions of tbe per.ons de.ignated to .ign certificates of 
individual batches of the product to be export.d; 

(d) copies of all· inforaation and labelling .upplied witb tb. product, as provided 
on packaging materials and package insert., and wbetber directed to the pre.criber 
or the patient, tbat have been approved by the competent autbority in the exporting 
Kember State, togetber with tb. date(.) on wbicb .uch approval wa. accorded. 

Information on general and .pecific standards for quality control of tbe product to 
ba export.d, in so far as they ar. requir.d to coaply witb l.gislativ. prOvisions of the 
importing Kember Stata, could al.o b. supplied witb tbe consent of the manufacturer. 

2. In the ca.e of quality def.ct. of product. imported under tbi. Certification 
Scheme that ar. considered to be of a .erious nature by the importing country, not 
attributable to local conditions and circumstances, and appearing after the introduction 
of a particular batch into the importing Kember Stat., the competent authority should 
notify the occurr.nce. together with the relevant facts, to the competent authority of 
the exporting Kember State that had issued tbe Certificate for the product concerned, 
with a request to institute inquiries. Conver.ely, if the competent authority of the 
exporting Keaber State ascertains serious quality defects. that competent authority 
should notify the comp.tent authority of the importing Kember State. 

Part III - Participating Kemb.r States 

1. Each Kember State agre.ing to participat. in the Certification Scheme .hall 
communicate (a) the name and address of its principal authority to b. consider.d as 
competent within the meaning of the Certification Scheme, and (b) any significant 
reservations relating to its participation. to the Director-General of the Vorld Health 
Organization, who would notify all other Hember States. 

that: 
2. Exporting Hember States participating in the Certification Scheme shall ensure 

(a) authorization for sale or distribution of pharaaceutical products is aubj.ct to 
appropriate testing .easur.s, by the competent authority, designed to ensure their 
quality and stability. and that ad.quate laboratory facilities ~re available for 
this purpose; 

1 It is realized that in aome countries this .. y require the consent of the 
manufacturer. 
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(b) the pharaac.utical industry i. obll,ed to confor. to requirem.nt. for ,ood 
practice. In the aanufacture and q~lity control of druB' aa recomm'nd.d by the 
World Health Or,anization; 

(c) the co~etent authority i, e.powered to conduct appropriate inv.,tl,atlona to 
.naure that .anufactur.r. confor. to the-r.quirement, referred to in (b), including, 
for .xampl., the examination of r.corda and the eakin, of eample.; 

(d) the inapectors In the aervice. of it. comp.tent authority have appropriate 
q~lificatlona and .xperienc •. 

3. Exporting Kember Stat.s participating in the Certification Sch ••• ahould, 
whenever poasible, .nsur. that the int.rnational nonproprietary namea, wh.nev.r 
availabl., are used in the description of the composition of the product on the ~ 
Certificat.a and, as far as possIble. appear on the lab.llin, of phar.ac.utlcal products 
to b. export.d under the Certification Sch •••. 

-
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11_ aftd do •• ,e fo'E'll of procluA:t:: .......... ~.a. ....................... "' ............... . 
If_ and _unt of each active ingr.di.nt: • " .••••••• " •••••••••••••••••••••• 

........ ~ .......••.....•••.•...•..•....... ~.~.-... -...........•. ~.-...... . 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .. .... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .... .. .. .. .... ...... ............ .. .. .......... ...... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 

Kanufacturer, and/or wh.D applicable, the per.on reaponaibl. for placiDI 
the product on the _rut: •.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.••••••••••••••• 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. :.. -- ...... -................................................ .. 
A44re •• (e.): •••• , •••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••• ~- ••••.•••••••••• ~ •••••• '" 

It 1. c.r~lf1.d tha~: 
Ybb procJuc~ bas b •• n author1&ed to b. placad Dn tha _rket for _e 

In ~hb coun~ry. 
NUllber of peralt: and date of is.ue (if applicable): . _ ...... _ ••••••••• _ 

. , " .. ....................•.......•............. -............ ~ ..........•.... 
Th •• nclo.ed docUDent. cona~i~~a the cODple~e text of all 

laball1n& and prescribing inforaa~ion whlch i. authoriz.d 
for use in ~hls coun~ry. 

Thi. produc~ ha. not: been au~horized ~o be placed on the .. rket 
for use in this country for the following rea.ons: •.•.•..••........ 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

It is als~ certified that (a) the manufacturing plant in vhich the product ls 
produced Is subject to Inspectlona at .uitable Intervals and (b) the 
manufacturing conforms to require .. n~. for good practices In the manuf.c~ure 
and quality control, as recommended by the World Health Organization, in 
respect of produc~s to be sold or distributed within the coun~ry of orlgin or 
to be exported. (See Explanatory Notes.) 

(Signa~re of deslgnated .uthority) (Place and da~e) 

Explanatory Rotes 

~ Certificate of a Pha~ceu~ical Product 

This certificate Is intended to define the status of the pharmaceutical product and 
its manufacturer in the exporting country. It is issued by ~he competent authority in 
the exporting country in accordance vith the requiraments of the competent authority of 
the-importing country. It may be required by the importing c&untry at the time of the 
first importation and subsequently if confirmation or updating is required. 

The requirements for good practlces in the manufacture and quality control of drugs 
mentioned In the certificate refer ~o the text adopted by the Tventy.eighth World Health 
Assembly in its resolution WHA2B.65 (see WHO Official Records, No. 226, 1975, Annex 12, 
Part 1). 

1 The certificate is intended to be product specific. The approved information 
for different do.age forms of the same active subs~ance frequen~ly differs in fundamental 
aspects. Confusion viII Inevitably arise If Information relating to different products, 
or even different dosage forms, Is attached to the same certificate. 

2 Use, vhenever posslble, international nonproprietary names (INNs) or na~ional 
nonproprietary names. 
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Batch certificates 

Certificatlon of.indivldual batches of a pharmaceutical product or substance i. only 
undertaken exceptionally by the competent authorities of Me~er State.. Even then, it i. 
rarely applied other than to vaccine. and other biologicals. If certificates of 
lndividual batches of products covered by a Certificate of a Pharmaceutical Product is 
required, such certificates could be issued either by the .. nufacturer or by the 
competent authority of the exporting Member State, according to the nature of the product 
and tbe requirements of the exporting Member State or of the importing "e~er State. The 
batch certificate would indicate the name and dosage form of the prodUct, the batch 
number, the expiry date and storage conditions, a reference to the Certificate of a 
Pharmaceutical Product and a statement that the batch conforms either to the requirements 
of the competent authority for ssle or dlstribution within the exportlng Member State 
(with reference to the euthorizatlon) or, where appropriate, to published specifications ~ 
or to established specifications to be provided by the manufacturer. The certificate 
could also include data on packaging, labelling, nature of the container. the date of 
manufacture. results of analysis, stability data and other information such as an 
approved technical summary of the data regarding safety and efficacy on which the 
domestic marketing authorization is based. 

-
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Annex 3 

WHA45.29 

14 May 1992 

PROPOSED GUIDELINES ON THE WHO CERTIFICATION SCHEME 
ON THE QUALIlY OF PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS MOVING IN 

INTERNATIONAL COMMERCE 

The Forty-frlth World Health Assembly. 

Taking note of previous resolutions on WHO's Cenification Scheme on the Quality of Pharmaceutical 
Products moving in International Commerce. and panicularly resolution WHA41.16. which refers to the expon. 
impon and smuggling of falsely labelled. spurious. counterfeited or substandard pharmaceutical preparations; 

Having reviewed the repon on the implementation of WHO's revised drug strategy. and in panicular the 
proposed guidelines on the implementation of the Certification Scheme; 

Aware of the need for prospective imponing countries to obtain explicit assurances regarding the quality 
of products not registered in the country of provenance; 

Believing that the adoption of the proposed guidelines will contribute to deterrence of the expon. impon 
and smuggling of falsely labelled. spurious. counterfeited or substandard pharmaceutical preparations; 

Recognizing that a comprehensive system of quality assurance including the WHO Certification Scheme 
must be founded on a reliable national system of licensing. independent analysis of the finished product and 
independent inspection to verify that all manufacturing operations are carried out in conformity with accepted 
norms. referred to as "good manufacturing practices". 

1. ENDORSES the guidelines for implementation of the WHO Certification Scheme. which will be 
evaluated and revised. as necessary. in consultation with the Committee on Drug Policies of the Executive 
Board; 

2. URGES Member States to implement these guidelines. and to issue certificates within five years in a 
form to be agreed in the light of experience gained in preliminary field testing. 

= = 

Thineenth plenary meeting. 14 May 1992 
A45/VR/13 
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR SMALL NATIONAL 
DRUG REGULATORY AUTHORITIESI. 2 

.... 
I. General considerations ... .................... ........ ........................................... ....... 65 

1.1 The IICOpe of drua control .................................................................... 65 
1.2 Basic responsibilities ...........•........................ ...... ............. ......... ...... ...... 65 
1.3 Licensina functions .............................................................................. 66 
I.~ Product licences .......................•............................................................ 67 
I.S Manufacturers' and distributon' Iicenoes ............................................ 67 
1.6 New drull_ts .......................................................................... 68 
1.7 Authorization of clinical trials ............................................................. 68 
1.8 Terms of ref_nce of the replatory authority................................... 68 
1.9 Powen of enfon:ement ......................................................................... 69 
1.1 0 Technical competence ...................... ..... ........... ....... ......... ....... ...... ....... 70 
1.11 Advisory bodies ....................................................... , ...... ...... .......... ..... 70 
1.12 Independence of operation ................................................................... 70 

2. Administrative aspects of the licensina process .... ... ........ ............... .... .... ..... 71 
2.1 Provisional registration of ellistina medicinal products ....................... 71 
2.2 Screenina of provisionally registenod products ....................... ...... ....... 71 
2.3 New product licences ........................................................................... 73 
2.4 Renewal and variation of licences ....................................................... 74 

3. Technical aspects of the licensinl process .................................................... 75 
3.1 General considerations ......................................................................... 75 
3.2 Products containinllong-e5tablished chemical entities ....................... 75 
3.3 Products containinl new chemical entities .......................................... 76 
3.4 Herbal products ................................................................................... 77 
3.S Combinations of potent. tberapeuticaUy active substances ................. 77 
3.6 Generic products ..................................................... ,............................ 78 

I Based on the report of a meetinl convened by WHO in November 1987. with 
the followinl participants: Mr 1. Y. Binh. Medicines Board. Medical and Health 
Department. Banjul. The Gambia; Dr 1. L. Carrois. Cabinet International Carrois. 
Paris. France: Dr H. EI-Sheilch. Ministry of Health. Khartoum. Sudan: Dr 
G. Lewandowski. Ciba-Geity Ltd. Balle. Swiuerland; Mr L. PreIICOd. Barbados 
Drug Service. St Michael. Barbados; Professor M. D. Rawlins. Department of 
Pharmacological Sciences. University of Newcastle·upon. Tyne. Newcaatle.upon· 
Tyne. Enl!land; Mr 1. RubeTllntwari. Ministry of Health. Entebbe. Upnda; Dr P. N. 
Su .... l. Ministry of Forest and Soil Conservation. Kathmandu. Nepal: Mr Tan Kiok 
K ·nl. Pharmaceutical Department. Ministry of Health. Sinl!apore; Mrs S. S. Tessema. 
Office of the Chief Pharmacist. Nairobi. Kenya. 

• This text. which remains a consultative document. has also been published. 
since its review and endorsement by the Expert Commillee in November-December 
1988. in WHO drug in/ormotion. 3: 43-50 (1989). 
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1. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Small countries which have yet to introduce comprehensive legal 
provisions for drug regulation can draw from a diversity of national 
systems in determining their own requirements. None the less, 
problems in establishing drug control in developing countries have 
too often resulted from the adaptation of provisions successful 
elsewhere but of a complexity that precludes their effective 
implementation in the country of adoption. It is of paramount 
importance that legislation and administrative practices are attuned 
to available resources and that every opportunity is taken to obtain 
and use information provided by regulatory authorities in other 
countries on pharmaceutical products and substances moving in 
international commerce. 

Channels of communication between national regulatory 
authorities are improving, as is evident from the information 
contained in WHO's monthly Pharmaceuticals newsletter, the 
quarterly journal WHO drug information, and the United Nations 
Consolidated List of Products Whose Consumption and/or Sale have 
been Banned, Withdrawn. Severely Restricted or Not Approved by 
Governments. Moreover, many difficulties inherent in storing, 
retrieving and analysing data that subserve the many facets of the 
regulatory process can now be overcome by the use of 
microcomputers and commercial software packages. 

1.1 The scope of drug control 

To be effective, a small drug regulatory authority needs to o,perate 
within the context of a defined national drugs policy apd to 
interrelate with other interested bodies, including organizations 
responsible for drug procurement in the public sector and the 
national formulary committee, where such exists. 

1.2 Basic responsibilities 

The responsibilities of the regulatory authority are to ensure that 
all products subject to its control conform to acceptable standards 
of quality, safety and efficacy; and that all premises and practices 
employed to manufacture, store and distribute these products 
comply with requirements to ensure the continued conformity of the 
products to these standards until such time as they are delivered to 
the end-user. 
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1.3 Liceasing fuDCtions 

These objectives can be accomplisbed effectively only if a 
mandatory system of licensing products, manufacturers, importing 
agents, and distributors is in place. A small authority has strictly 
limited capacity to undertake these tasks. For the assurances it 
requires in relation to imported pbarmaceutical products and drug 
substances, it is vitally dependent on authoritative, reliable, and 
independent information generated in the exporting country. This 
information is most effectively obtained through the WHO 
Certification Scbeme on the Quality of Pharmaceutical Products 
Moving in International Commerce. 

Before a formal licensing system can become operative, it is 
necessary: 

(a) to adopt a precise definition of a drug product and of the 
various categories of licence-bolders; 

(b) to determine the content and format of licences, both for 
products and for licence-holders; 

(c) to detail the criteria on wbich licence applications will be 
assessed; and 

(d) to provide guidance to interested parties on the content and 
format oflicence applications, and on the circumstances in which an 
application for renewal, extension or variation of a licence will be 
required. 

The definition of a drug product is commonly contingent upon 
tbe claims that are made for it. Ideally, controls need to be applied 
to any product that is offered for sale for administration to buman 
beings for treating, preventing and diagnosing disease, for 
anaesthesia, for contraception, and for otherwise altering normal 
physiological functions. 1 In practice, exemptions may need to be 
granted to various specific categories of products in order to address 
priorities effectively. It might be decided as an interim measure, for 
example, to require licences only fOT products listed in a national 
formulary. Ultimately, however, control needs to be extended not 
only to all products moving in the major distribution channels, but 
to those formulated in pbarmacies and hospital dispensaries, to 

1 Veterinary products administered to food-producing animals may also fan inlo 
tbis category; see the revised WHO Certification Scheme OD the Quality of 
Pharmaceutical Products Moving in International Commerce (WHO Technical 
Report Series, No, 790. 1990. Annex 5). 
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herbal preparations. and to other traditional medicines entering into 
local commerce. 

Analogous priorities may also need to be accorded to the 
registration of licence-holders. although the ultimate objective 
should be to embrace all manufacturers. importing agents, 
wholesalers involved in repackaging, pharmacies, and hospital 
dispensaries in a system that imposes upon them relevant statutory 
obligations. 

1." Product liceoces 

The issuance of product licences is pivotal to any system of drug 
control. The licence is a legal document that establishes the detailed 
composition and formulation of the product, the pharmacopoeial or 
other officially recognized specifications of its ingredients, its clinical 
interchangeability (in the case of multisource products). and its 
packaging, shelf-life and labelling. Of itself, this goes a long way 
towards establishing the assurances of quality, efficacy, and safety to 
which the system is directed. However, without a viable 
pharmaceutical inspectorate or access to an independent quality
control laboratory operating to standards that will ensure its 
credibility in the event of dispute, licensing provisions cannot be 
effectively enforced. 

1.5 Muufacturers' aDd distributors' Bceoces 

The pharmaceutical inspectorate is responsible for ensunng that 
pharmaceutical products comply with conditions set out in the 
licence up to the time that they are delivered to the end-user. Its 
functions are: 

(0) to establish. through periodic formal inspections and spot
checks, that all categories of licence-holder are operating in 
accordance with their licensed activities, prevailing standards of 
good manufacturing practice, and other prescribed regulations; 

(b) to maintain oversight of distribution channels, either by 
inspection and monitoring or by arranging for pharmacopoeial 
analysis of selected samples, with a view to ensuring that products 
are not subject to unacceptable degradation during transit and 
storage at the periphery. 
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1.6 New draa I.SUSD1eDts 

Within highly evolved national drug regulatory authorities much 
effort is directed to establishing the efficacy and safety of new drug 
entities through pharmaceutical, biological, and clinical assessment 
and through subsequent surveillance of their performance in routine 
use after marketing. Prcmarketing assessment is dependent upon 
detailed multidisciplinary technical review, and postmarketing 
surveillance requires a highly developed health care infrastructure. 
Only in exceptional circumstances should a small regulatory 
authority contemplate allocation of scarce resources to these ends. 
Reliance must be placed primarily on information notified by other 
countries through the network of national information officers 
established by WHO. 

1.7 Autborization of clinical trials 

A small authority may occasionally need to consider an 
application to conduct a clinical trial of an unregistered drug in the 
treatment of a condition that has a high local prevalence. To provide 
for this contingency, the registration system should include 
provision for the importation of the necessary materials, subject to 
appropriate controls. Such trials should only take place after formal 
clearance has been obtained from the competent registration 
authority and after assurances have been obtained that they will be 
conducted in conformity with the principles contained in the World 
Medical Association's Declaration of Helsinki and the Proposed 
international Guidelines for Biomedical Research Involving Human 
Subjects issued by the Council for Internation.l Organizations of 
Medical Sciences. 1 WHO stands ready to ·offer independent 
technical advice to national authorities in these circumstances. 

1.8 Terms of refereoce of the regulatory authority 

The formal terms of reference of a national .drug regulatory 
authority are determined by statute and regulation. Legislation 
relating to pharmaceutical products has developed piecemeal in 
many countries, and there are obvious advantages in bringing 

I CoUNaL fOr. lNnittNAnONAL Or.GANlZATIONS OF MEDICAL ScIENCES. Proposed 
inlemtllionai guidelines for biomedical research involving human subjeCIS. Geneva, 1982 
(also conJains the Declaration of Helsinki as revised by the 29th World Medical 
Assembly, Tokyo, 1915). 
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matters concerned with their regulation under one law. For example, 
it is imponant to correlate laws relating to the control of narcotic 
and psychotropic substances with requiremenu for product 
repstration. If comprehensive overhaul of the legal system is 
impracticable, control within the existing framework through 
regulations specifically related to the registration of pharmaceutical 
products offers advantages of economy and time-saving. Whichever 
option is chosen, regulatory authorities require the flexibility to 
respond to changing circumstances imposed by the evolution of 
pharmaceutical science. 

In general terms, the authority should be vested with legal powers 
to: 

(a) issue, vary and revoke licences for pharmaceutical products on 
grounds of quality, safety, and efficacy; 

(b) secure the subsequent safe and effective use of each product by 
controlling, through the terms of the licence, the content of all 
labelling (including package inserts, associated prescribing 
information and advertising) and the channels through which the 
product may legitimately be supplied; and 

(c) inspect and license all manufacturing premises, importing 
agents, wholesalers and distributors, hospital dispensaries, inde
pendent pharmacies, and other retail outlets to ensure that they 
comply with prevailing regulations and guidelines. 

1.9 Powers of eoforcement 

In order to implement these responsibilities the authority must 
command powers of enforcement backed by legal provision for 
penal sanction against offenders. 

In establishing administrative mechanisms for decision-making, 
the regulatory authority should not lose necessary flexibility. In 
particular, it should make provision for: 

(a) implementing decisions regarded as urgent in the interest of 
public safety; and 

(b) formal consultation (usually through representative bodies) 
with pharmaceutical companies and other interested parties, 
including pharmacists, doctors, nurses, and patients. 
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1.10 Technical competence 

A small licensing authority will rarely, if ever, undertake 
comprehensive independent assessments of the safety and efficacy 
of individual products. The administrative and technical 
responsibilities that fall within its ambit are essentially of a 
pharmaceutical nature and they are directed primarily to quality 
assurance. The professional staff must include members with a 
thorough understanding and practical experience of the different 
facets of this work. 

The responsible officer is accountable for the professional 
validation and assessment of licence applications and for the 
administrative aspects of licensing and, as such, should be involved 
in determining priorities and developing a timetable for 
implementation of controls. These activities require administrative 
and clerical support and premises sufficient to handle the large 
volume of documentation involved with appropriate confidentiality. 
Efficiency of operation is enhanced when the required information 
can be retrieved rapidly from a computerized data base. 

1.11 Advisory bodies 

The responsible officer must also have access to a standing 
advisory committee or board of independent experts (including 
academic and practising health care professionals) for advice on 
technical issues. Consideration should also be given to the need for 
a multidisciplinary commission to advise on matters of general 
policy and administration and to ensure effective relations with 
bodies responsible for drug procurement in the public sector and 
with the national formulary committee. 

1.12 Independence of operation 

To retain public confidence and respect, the authority must be 
seen to undertake its tasks in an independent, authoritative, and 
impartial manner. It should be concerned exclusively with the 
determination of standards and the implementation of controls. 
Although it will need to work closely with the authority responsible 
for drug procurement within the public sector, it should not itself be 
responsible for procurement and it should remain independent and 
autonomous in its operational activities and decisions. 
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2. ADMINISTRATIVE ASPECTS OF THE UCENSING 
PROCESS 

2.1 Provisional registration of existing medicinal products 

Before any system of control can become effective. it is necessary 
to identify and catalogue all products already sold or otherwise 
supplied on the domestic market. in both the public and the private 
sectors, that qualify for control. To this end. all manufacturers and 
importing agencies must be given reasonable notice through official 
gazettes, the trade press and other media of their obligation to notify 
the authority by a specific date of all medicinal products that they 
currently distribute within the jurisdiction of the authority and that 
they intend to continue to supply after a duly appointed day, on 
which licensing requirements enter into operation. After the 
appointed day no medicinal product may lawfully be distributed or 
supplied unless its existence has been notified to the authority, and 
no new product may be introduced until a request for a product 
licence has been granted by the authority. 

Effective administration of the provisional registration procedure 
is dependent upon: 

(0) prior identification of all interested .manufacturers and . ~ unporters; . 
(b) a precise definition of a notifiable medicinal product based 

primarily on the labelled claims and the indications for use; 
(c) the issuance of guidelines on the procedure to be foll~ed. 

Each notified product must be identified by name (either brand or 
generic), the names and full addresses of the manufacturer and 
importing agent, a description of the dosage form, its composition 
- including active and inactive ingredients (using international 
nonproprietary names where appropriate) - the therapeutic class, 
the indications, a copy of all labelling, including any package insert, 
and a copy of any relevant certificates and warranties relating to the 
product or its components. 

2.2 Screening of prOvisionally registered products 

A rapid screening of notified products should be undertaken at 
the earliest opportunity with a view to securing the withdrawal of 
any products which, simply on the basis of a review of their 
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ingredients and indications, are judged not to meet admissible 
standards of safety. This may be achieved by the withdrawal of 
permission to trade in specific notified products or the issuance of 
regulations imposing specified restrictions on precisely defined 
groups of products. 

After this preliminary review, a set oflonger-term priorities needs 
to be set for the definitive assessment of provisionally registered 
products. Consideration needs to be given to the resources required, 
both in manpower and information, if the review is to be adapted to 
a proposed time-schedule. Standards must be maintained and calls 
to accelerate the speed of implementation must be recognized as 
having resource implications. 

In planning priorities, consideration must be given to: 

(a) the number of provisionally registered products to be 
processed; 

(b) the number of staff and/or consultants to be allocated to the 
task; 

(c) the amount of relevant information available from other 
national authorities; 

(d) the extent to which products can be reviewed in groups rather 
than individually; 

(e) the extent to which a laissez-faire disposition can be adopted 
towards such products as herbal remedies and tonics that are 
\\ithout potent pharmacological activity and carry imprecise claims, 
but which satisfy an acknowledged public demand. 

Considerations of safety require that particular attention be 
accorded to; 

(a) products that either have been withdrawn or are the subject of 
restrictive regulatory action in other countries as notified in the 
United Nations Consolidated List of Products Whose Consumption 
and/or Sale ha~e been Banned, Withdrawn, Se~erely Restricted or Not 
Appro~ed by Governments, and in WHO's Pharmaceuticals newsleller 
to national drug regulatory authorities; 

(b) products representing examples of irrational poly-pharmacy; 
and 

(c) products for which exaggerated or spurious promotional 
claims are made in the labelling. 

Subsequently, the review needs to be extended in a phased 
manner, giving priority to drugs that are widely used, listed in 
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nationally recopiz.cd formularies, or of a particularly important 
therapeutic class. An adequate documentation and information 
retrieval system is vital for this purpose. 

Some traditional products and particularly herbal preparations, 
because of their complexity, do not lend themselves to licensing on 
a product-specific basis. Control is then more readily applied 
through consideration of individual ingredients. Several regulatory 
authorities have devised administrative approaches to their licensing 
which are based on a three-category system of classification: 

(a) all herbal ingredients, save for those items classified under (b) 
below, which may be dispensed for a specific, named patient by 
practitioners of herbal medicine who do not possess a formal 
medical qualification; 

(b) ingredients such as digitalis leaf and atropine which, because 
of their pharmacological potency or their toxicity, need to be 
subjected to prescription control; and 

(c) ingredients which, as a result of widespread, long-established 
and apparently innocuous traditional usage, are included, often 
within defined permissible limits, in labelled products for which 
limited claims are made and which are sold directly to the public 
from retail outlets other than pharmacies. 

2.3 New product 6ceaces 

No product that is first proposed for authorization after the 
appointed day (see section 2.1 above) should be accorded a product 
licence without first having been submitted to technical assessment. 
Such products may not necessarily contain a new active ingredient: 
they may constitute a new combination of two or more established 
substances or they may merely represent a new dosage strength, a 
new dosage form, or a generic version of a pre-existing, nominally 
equivalent licensed product. In no case should the requirement for 
assessment be waived. A rationale for the formulation of every new 
product should invariably be provided, but the extent of the required 
review will vary considerably according to circumstances. 

The normal procedure for the authorization of a product is 
accomplished in three stages: 

(a) the application is received from the manufacturer and is 
checked and assessed for completeness by the authority'S technical 
staff; 
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(b) it is submitted to the competent standing committee for advice 
on whether or not to authorize marketing of the product; 

(c) the formal administrative action to grant or refuse a licence 
and to settle its content is then taken by the authority. 

The assessment of the product must be based primarily on its 
safety, quality, and efficacy, with regard to its intended use. In 
accordance with locally determined requirements, the assessment 
might also impinge upon comparative efficacy and/or safety and 
embrace economic factors. including price, cost-effectiveness. and 
other considerations determined by national policy. 

For administrative convenience. the product licence should be as 
simple as possible. It should always describe the product by name. 
manufacturer and importing agent, identify the ingredients, 
(preferably by their international nonproprietary names). and 
provide full details of the dosage form. It should also contain a serial 
number, the date of issuance of the licence, its date of expiry, and any 
special conditions to be observed. It is advisable to cite certain 
additional items in the licence for easy reference, such as shelf-life 
and sales category; but in other particulars it should refer to the 
information submitted by the licence-holder in the dated product 
application. 

2.4 Renew" IUId variatiou of licences 

Licences should never be regarded as immutable. Ideally, they 
should be reviewed at, say, five-year intervals. However, many 
national authorities do not have the capacity to undertake this task, 
particularly for as long as they remain engaged in the initial review 
of provisionally licensed products. In these circumstances many 
products fall to review on an ad hoc basis. Sometimes this is inspired 
by recently generated concern regarding safety. More frequently, a 
product attracts attention because the licence-holder has altered the 
formulation in some way-by changing, for instance, the source of 
the starting materials. the nature of the excipients, the route of 
synthesis of an active ingredient. or the claims made in labelling and 
promotional material. The precise circumstances in which Iicence
holders are required to apply for variations in a product licence differ 
from country to country. These circumstances should be clearly 
defined in all product licence documents. including provisional 
licences. 
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Licence-holders should be required, in all circumstances, to 
inform regulatory authorities immediately of unanticipated adverse 
effects that could possibly be associated with a licensed product and 
that might call for restrictive licensing action or the withdrawal of 
the product licence. 

3. TECHNICAL ASPECfS OF THE UCENSING PROCESS 

3.1 Geaeral colllideratio. 

Although countries vary in their resources and pnonbes, 
advantage accrues from harmonizing documentary requirements to 
the fullest possible extent, since this simplifies reJistration 
procedures and reduces costs. 

The most important starting-point for imported products is the 
WHO Certification Scheme on the Quality of Pharmaceutical 
Products Moving in International Commerce.! This gives basic 
information on composition, an assurance that the product is 
manufactured in accordance with good manufacturing practices in 
premises subject to inspection, and information on the regulatory 
status of the product in the country of export. A certificate, issued 
in compliance with the model format recommended by WHO, 
should be required whenever application if made to license an 
imported product. -

3.1 Products containing Iong-estabHshecl c:IIemic:aI enddel 

For products indicated for standard uses and that contain 
established ingredients, the following elements of information 
usually suffice as the basis both for a product licence and for a 
computerized data retrieval system: 

-IllUDe of the product 
-active inpedient(s) (by international 

nonproprietary name(s») 
-type of formulation 
-therapeutic category 
-quantitative formula (indudinl ClIcipients) 
-quality control specifications 
-indications, dosqe, method of use 

I WHO Technieal Jlepon Series, No. 790, 1990 (Thirty-fint repon of the WHO 
Expert Committee on Specifications for Pharmaccutic:al Preparations), Annex S. 
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-contraindication$, warnings. precautions 
-bioavailability data (ill 'irro/ill 1li1JO) 
-stability data, shelf·life 
-container. packaging, labelling 
-intended method of distribution: 

controlled drug: presc:ription item 
pbannacy sale; general sale 

-manufacturer 
-imponer/distributor 
-regulatory status in the exporting country. 

If the dosage form is a novel one, such as a delayed-release tablet, 
or if a new route of administration is proposed, supporting data 
from clinical studies will be required. 

3.3 Products cootaioing new chemical entities 

Considerably more extensive information is required to support 
a marketing application for a new drug substance in order to provide 
assurance of efficacy and safety as well as of quality. In particular, 
detailed accounts are required of: 

(a) chemistry (structure, physical properties, synthesis, speci
fication, impurities, stability characteristics); 

(b) pharmacological properties (in animals, in humans); 
(c) toxicological data (short and long-term studies in animals, 

including carcinogenicity studies); 
(d) reproductive and teratological studies in animals; 
(e) clinical studies. 

Small regulatory authorities need to adopt caution in licensing 
newly developed products because they are likely not to possess the 
capacity to undertake the multidisciplinary assej;sment applied to 
them within large, highly evolved authorities, or to monitor their 
performance in use through postmarketing surveillance. 

In general, a small authority is best advised to wait until this 
information has been generated and assessed elsewhere before 
authorizing such a product for use. 

In the case of products intended exclusively for tropical parasitic 
diseases, much of this evidence may need to be built up in countries 
with limited resources. The expertise of the World Health 
Organization is at hand to offer advice in these circumstances. Once 
a decision is taken to authorize such a product for general use, the 
regulatory authority and the manufacturer share a responsibility to 
ensure that a monitoring mechanism is put in place to detect 
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unanticipated reactions. A mutually acceptable plan for 
postmarketing surveillance should be settled in advance and 
included in the product licence as a condition of approval. 

3.4 Herbal productli 

The use of herbal and other naturally occurring substances is part 
of the fabric of traditional medicine. Because of the complex, and 
sometimes imprecise nature of the ingredients they contain and the 
paucity of scientific information on their properties, products 
containing these substances, often in combination, can rarely be 
reviewed on a rigorously scientific basis. Where time-honoured 
practices do no apparent harm, there is no urgency for regulatory 
intervention other than to set up a system for provisional 
registration. 

However, prolonged and apparently uneventful use of a 
substance offers insecure testimony of its safety. In a few instances, 
recently commissioned investigations of the potential toxicity of 
naturally occurring substances widely used as ingredients in these 
preparations have revealed a previously unsuspected potential for 
systemic toxicity, carcinogenicity and teratogenicity. Small 
regulatory authorities need to be quickly and reliably informed of 
these findings. They should also have the authority to respond 
promptly to such alerts, either by withdraiving or varying the 
licences of registered products containing the suspect substance, or 
by rescheduling the substance in order, for instance, to disallow its 
use by practitioners who are not medically qualified. 

All regulatory authorities should also be alert to the practice of 
incorporating potent pharmacologically active compounds, such as 
steroids, into herbal preparations. When this is done clandestinely, 
it is a manifestly dangerous practice which demands immediate 
withdrawal of the products and a review of the manufacturer's 
licence. 

3.5 CombinatiollS of poteat, therapeutically active IUbstaaces 

The justifications for formulating fixed combinations of potent, 
therapeutically active substances are few. All biologically active 
substances have a potential to induce harm as well as therapeutic 
benefit. The administration of two or more such substances, rather 
than one, increases the potential for adverse effects. Fixed-ratio 
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combination products are consequently acceptable only when the 
dosage of each ingredient meets the requirements of a defined 
population group and when use of the combination provides a clear 
advantage over separate administration of the individual active 
compounds, in either therapeutic effect or compliance, or when it 
enhances safety-as in the case of mUltiple chemotherapy intended 
to reduce the emergence of resistant pathogens. 

3.6 Geaerit products 

In many countries, for reasons of economy, drugs destined for use 
in the public sector are purchased on open tender. This favours the 
use of generic products, and the practice in some countries is for 
tenders to be issued, bids examined, and contracts offered by the 
procurement authority without reference to the drug regulatory 
authority. 

The licensing of generic products poses a challenge to all 
regulatory authorities, particularly when the product to be supplied 
is not registered in the country of origin. The need for expert 
assessment is accentuated because not all drug-exporting countries 
submit drugs intended exclusively for export to the same rigorous 
controls as drugs intended for the domestic market. Nominally 
equivalent generic products should contain the same amount of the 
same therapeutically active ingredients in the same dosage form and 
they should meet required pharmacopoeial standards. However, 
they are not necessarily identical and in some instances their clinical 
interchangeability may be in question. Differences in colour, shape 
and flavour, while obvious and sometimes disconcerting to the 
patient, are often inconsequential to the perfOrtnaJIce of the product, 
but differences in sensitizing potential due to the use of different 
excipients and differences in stability and bioavailability have 
obvious clinical implications. Regulatory authorities consequently 
need to consider not only the quality, efficacy and safety of such 
products, but also their interchangeability one with another and with 
the original innovative product. This concept of interchangeability 
applies not only to the dosage form but also to the instructions for 
use and even to the packaging specifications, when these are critical 
to stability and shelf-life. 

Some highly evolved authorities require that every generic 
product must satisfy three sets of criteria of therapeutic equivalence. 
These relate to: 
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(a) manufacturing and quality control; 
(b) product characteristics and labelling; and 
(e) bioequivaJence. 

Otbers adopt a more pragmatic approach to the need for 
experimental demonstration of bioequivalence. Study of the 
bioavailability of a dosage form is a costly undertaking that is 
demanding of buman resources. It is clearly not a cost-effective 
requirement for highly water-soluble substances, when neither 
precise dosage nor consistency of response is a critical consideration. 
In developing countries the in ~i"o bioavailability testing of all 
domestically manufactured products would be impracticably costly. 
The regulatory authority should be in a position to help local 
manufacturers by advising them on drugs that pose potential 
bioavailability problems. 

In the case of imported products, assurance should be obtained 
through the WHO Certification Scbeme on tbe Quality of 
Pharmaceutical Products Moving in International Commerce that 
the product has been produced in accordance witb WHO's standards 
of good manufacturing practices and tbat, in tbe light of a full 
assessment, it bas been authorized to be placed on the mark.et in tbe 
country of origin. 
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